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中文摘要 

自臺灣農業機械化以來，臺灣水牛的數量急劇下降，目前只剩下約 2,002 頭。

行政院農業委員會畜產試驗所花蓮種畜繁殖場（後簡稱花蓮場）是臺灣水牛的保

種基地，飼養著一群灰水牛和白水牛。為了保持臺灣水牛的遺傳多樣性，了解其

族群遺傳結構是十分重要的課題。另一方面，臺灣水牛屬於沼澤型水牛，而沼澤

型水牛的毛色以灰色為主，偶爾出現全白色毛色個體。先前的一項研究表明，白

色沼澤型水牛的 ASIP 基因中的一段 LINE-1 插入序列可能導致白色毛色；然

而，臺灣水牛的白色毛色之確切形成原因尚不清楚。 

在本研究中，採集了花蓮場的 78 頭灰色臺灣水牛和 16 頭白色臺灣水牛的

血液樣本，並利用 15 組微衛星標識和水牛高密度 SNP 位點基因晶片（90K 

Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping Array）進行族群遺傳結構分析。結果顯示，剔除不具

多態性和可能具有無效交替基因的微衛星標識後，以其餘 12 組微衛星標識檢測

所得之平均交替基因數（Na）為 4.4、有效交替基因數（Ne）為 2.678、觀測異質

度（Ho）為 0.584、期望異質度（He）為 0.581、多態性訊息含量（PIC）為 0.521 

及族群近親係數（FIS）為 -0.008；利用基因晶片中的 14,456 個 SNPs 所得之所

有 Na 為 2 ，平均 Ne 為 1.616、Ho 為 0.372、He 為 0.360、PIC 為 0.282 及 FIS 

為 -0.029。以兩種方法繪製所得之類緣關係樹十分相似，但類緣關係樹節點上表

示重覆取樣 1,000 次生成的百分比數值是以在 14,456 個 SNPs 所得的結果中明

顯較高。以兩種方法所進行的群集分析結果中（K = 3），均將所有的 16 頭白水牛

與部分灰水牛分至一個次族群，而其餘的灰水牛還可以再分為兩個次族群。 

本試驗針對臺灣水牛的 ASIP 基因進行基因分型以檢測 LINE-1 插入序列是
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否存在，但試驗結果中並未發現此插入序列，應代表臺灣水牛白色毛色之成因與

先前的研究不同。本研究亦利用水牛高密度 SNP 位點基因晶片中的 14,456 個 

SNPs 針對臺灣水牛的灰色與白色毛色進行全基因組關聯分析（GWAS），結果顯

示了與白色毛色相關的 17 個最具顯著性的 SNPs 位點（P < 1 x 10-11），並找出了 

26 個相關的基因。此外，前兩個最具顯著性的 SNPs 位點（P < 1 x 10-17）位在第 

18 號染色體上，且其位置十分接近 MC1R 基因，而 MC1R 基因是已知的重要的

色素調控基因。因此，本試驗針對臺灣水牛的 MC1R 基因之 exon 1 進行了定序，

檢測到一個臺灣水牛獨有的錯義突變位點（MC1R c.901C>T）並導致氨基酸置換

（p.R301C）。接著針對 115 頭灰色和 18 頭白色臺灣水牛進一步進行 MC1R 

c.901C>T 基因分型。結果顯示，17 頭白水牛為突變型純合子，1 頭白水牛和 37

頭灰水牛為雜合子，78 頭灰水牛為野生型純合子（P < 1 x 10-21）。用於預測 

p.R301C 對 MC1R 結構或功能的潛在影響的所有八種工具均表明此變異是有害

的。以 qPCR 進行的基因表達分析結果顯示，MC1R、ASIP、MITF、TYR、TYRP1 

和 DCT 的基因表達在 1 頭白水牛幼年和 2 頭灰水牛幼年耳朵皮膚組織之間無

顯著差異。本試驗亦利用組織化學染色（Fontana-Masson）觀察水牛皮膚組織中的

黑色素沉積。結果顯示白水牛皮膚組織的黑色素沉積較少，但仍能產生黑色素。 

綜上所述，本研究可以為臺灣水牛保種族群的保育及毛色性狀的選育提供參

考資訊。本試驗所發現的 MC1R c.901C>T 是一個極有可能的候選變異基因，會損

害 MC1R 蛋白質的功能並導致臺灣水牛的白色毛色形成。 

關鍵詞：臺灣水牛、族群遺傳結構、毛色基因、微衛星標識、基因晶片、全基因

組關聯分析。 
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ABSTRACT 

The number of Taiwan swamp buffaloes has dropped sharply since the 

mechanization of agriculture. There were only 2,002 head left. Hualien Animal 

Propagation Station (HAPS) is the conservation field of the Taiwan swamp buffalo, 

raising both gray and white buffaloes. In order to maintain the genetic diversity of the 

Taiwan swamp buffalo, estimating their population genetic structure is important. On 

the other hand, the coat color of the swamp buffalo is mainly gray, but white individuals 

appear occasionally. A previous study indicated that the LINE-1 insertion in the ASIP 

gene of the white swamp buffalo might cause the white coat color. However, the exact 

mechanism for the white coat color of the Taiwan swamp buffalo still remained unclear. 

In this study, blood samples were collected from 78 gray and 16 white Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes in HAPS. Fifteen microsatellite markers and 90K Axiom®  Buffalo 

Genotyping Array were used for population genetic structure analysis. The results 

showed that excluding the nonpolymorphic marker and the markers with high null allele 

frequency, the average number of observed alleles per locus (Na) was 4.4, effective 

alleles per locus (Ne) was 2.678, observed heterozygosity (Ho) was 0.584, expected 

heterozygosity (He) was 0.581, polymorphic information content (PIC) was 0.521, and 

Wright’s F-statistics (FIS) was -0.008 among the 12 microsatellite markers. The results 

based on the 14,456 SNPs from the genotyping array showed that all SNPs had two 

observed alleles, and the average Ne was 1.616, Ho was 0.372, He was 0.360, PIC was 

0.282, and FIS was -0.029. The phylogenetic trees drawn by the two methods were 

similar, but the numbers on the nodes of the phylogenetic tree indicating the percentage 

bootstrap values generated from 1,000 resamplings were much higher in the results of 

the 14,456 SNPs. The genetic structure clustering results (K = 3) of the two methods 
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both clustered all of the 16 white buffaloes into one subpopulation with some gray 

buffaloes, and the other gray buffaloes could be divided into two subpopulations.  

The ASIP gene of the Taiwan swamp buffalo was genotyped to detect the LINE-1 

insertion, but no such insertion was found. The cause for the white coat color of the 

Taiwan swamp buffalo should be different from the previous study. The 14,456 SNPs 

from the genotyping array were also used to conduct a genome-wide association study 

(GWAS) on the gray and white coat color of the Taiwan swamp buffalo. The results 

showed 17 most significant SNPs (P < 1 x 10-11) associated with the white coat color, 

and 26 related genes were identified. In addition, the two most significant SNPs (P < 1 

x 10-17) were on the chromosome 18 and were found to be close to the MC1R gene, 

which is a well-known pigmentation-related gene. Therefore, the coding region of the 

MC1R gene of the Taiwan swamp buffalo was sequenced. A missense variant (MC1R 

c.901C>T) causing an amino acid substitution (p.R301C) was detected exclusively in

the Taiwan swamp buffalo. MC1R c.901C>T genotyping was further performed on 115 

gray and 18 white Taiwan swamp buffaloes. The results showed that 17 white buffaloes 

were homozygous for the variant, one white and 37 gray buffaloes were heterozygous, 

and 78 gray buffaloes were homozygous for the wild-type allele (P < 1 x 10-21). All of 

the eight tools used to predict potential effect of p.R301C on MC1R structure or 

function indicated the mutation to be deleterious. The gene expression analysis by 

qPCR showed that MC1R, ASIP, MITF, TYR, TYRP1, and DCT gene expression in the 

ear skin tissue between one white calf and two gray calves had no significant difference. 

Histochemical staining (Fontana-Masson) was used to observe deposition of melanin in 

the skin tissue of the Taiwan swamp buffalo. The results showed that the skin tissue of 

the white Taiwan swamp buffalo had less melanin deposition, but it could still produce 
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melanin. 

In conclusion, this study provided information for breeding designation and coat 

color trait selection of the Taiwan swamp buffalo. The MC1R c.901C>T is a strong 

candidate that may damage the MC1R protein function and cause the white coat color of 

the Taiwan swamp buffalo. 

Keywords: Taiwan swamp buffalo, Population genetic structure, Coat color gene, 

Microsatellite marker, Genotyping array, Genome-wide association study (GWAS) 
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Chapter 1 Literature Review 

1.1 Taiwan swamp buffalo 

There are about 204 million head of buffaloes in the world, with 198 million 

(97.1%) in Asia, 3.47 million (1.7%) in Africa, 1.98 million (1%) in South America, and 

460,000 (0.2%) in Europe (FAOSTAT, 2019). The buffalo belongs to the Mammalia 

class, Artiodactyla order, and Bovidae family. The two main genera are the Asian 

buffalo (Bubalus bubalus) and the African buffalo (Syncerus caffer). The Asian buffalo 

comprises two subspecies, the river buffalo (Bubalus bubalis bubalis) and the swamp 

buffalo (Bubalus bubalis carabanesis) (Rife, 1962; Minervino et al., 2020; Rehman et 

al., 2021). 

The river buffalo was domesticated in India around 2,500 BC and spread westward 

in the Balkans, Italy, Egypt, …etc. (Cockrill, 1967; 1977; 1981; Sun et al., 2020). The 

river buffalo has 25 pairs of chromosomes (2n = 50) (Ulbrich and Fischer, 1966; Fischer 

and Ulbrich, 1967), and is mainly used as a dairy animal (Rife, 1962; Zhang et al., 

2020). The river buffalo is usually black (Miao et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2020), and the 

horns on its head are small and curly (Rife, 1962; Cockrill, 1981). The swamp buffalo 

was domesticated in China around 1,500 BC and distributed in Thailand, Indonesia, 

Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan, …etc. (Cockrill, 1967; 1977; 1981; Sun et al., 2020). 

The swamp buffalo has 24 pairs of chromosomes (2n = 48) (Ulbrich and Fischer, 1966; 

Fischer and Ulbrich, 1967). The chromosome 4 and chromosome 9 of the river buffalo 

fused into chromosome 1 of the swamp buffalo (Figure 1) (Berardino and Iannuzzi, 

1981; Luo et al., 2020). The swamp buffalo is mainly used as a draught animal (Rife, 

1962; Zhang et al., 2020). The coat color of the swamp buffalo is usually gray with 
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white chevrons and socks (Zhang et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2021). However, white 

swamp buffaloes appear occasionally (Rife, 1962; Miao et al., 2010; Liang et al., 2021) 

and are prevalent up to 10% of some populations (Rife and Buranamanas, 1959). The 

swamp buffalo has massive horns growing outward from the head in semi-circular 

formation (Rife, 1962; Cockrill, 1981). 

(Luo et al., 2020) 

Figure 1. Synteny analysis of the cattle, river buffalo, and swamp buffalo. The cattle 
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chromosomes are presented in green, river buffalo chromosomes in orange, 

and swamp buffalo chromosomes in brown. The red dots represent the position 

of the centromere in the chromosome. 

According to the characteristics mentioned above and the records in Taiwan 

Swamp Buffalo Breed Registration Application Document, buffaloes in Taiwan are 

swamp-type buffalo and named as Taiwan swamp buffalo (Animal Genetic Resources 

Information Network in Taiwan, 2010). Taiwan swamp buffaloes were introduced to 

Taiwan from Fujian and Guangdong in China with the migration of the ancestors in the 

16th century and used as draught animals (Chuang, 2007; Animal Genetic Resources 

Information Network in Taiwan, 2010). In 1960, there were 318,162 head of Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes (Animal Genetic Resources Information Network in Taiwan, 2010). 

However, due to the mechanization of agriculture, the demand for draught animals 

dropped sharply, and there were only 2,002 head of Taiwan swamp buffaloes left at the 

end of 2021 (Statistic Office of C. O. A., 2022). Among all of the Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes, 789 head (39.41%) were in Hualien County, 472 head (23.58%) were in 

Pingtung County, and 250 head (12.49%) were in Taitung County (Statistic Office of C. 

O. A., 2022) (Figure 2; Table 1).

Due to the drastic reduction in the number of Taiwan swamp buffaloes in recent 

decades, Taiwan swamp buffaloes have been regarded as precious livestock resources. 

Hualien Animal Propagation Station (HAPS), Taiwan Livestock Research Institute, 

Council of Agriculture (TLRI, COA), Executive Yuan, has been the conservation field 

of Taiwan swamp buffaloes since 1981 (Animal Genetic Resources Information 

Network in Taiwan, 2010). HAPS introduced 39 cow buffaloes and two bull buffaloes 

from different places in Taiwan as the basic population, and after the last All Taiwan 
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Buffalo Show in Meilun, Hualien on January 1st, 1985 (Sung, 2003), the germplasm 

population of Taiwan swamp buffalo was officially established in 1987 (Animal Genetic 

Resources Information Network in Taiwan, 2010). Furthermore, the breed registration 

application of Taiwan swamp buffalo passed in 2010 (Animal Genetic Resources 

Information Network in Taiwan, 2010). 

HAPS raises Taiwan swamp buffaloes with gray or white coat color (Figure 3). The 

first pair of the white Taiwan swamp buffaloes in HAPS were purchased from Taitung 

County in 1989. By natural group breeding, white buffaloes were bred with gray 

buffaloes. Until 2015, 43 white buffalo offspring have been bred (Animal Genetic 

Resources Information Network in Taiwan, 2015). 

The buffalo has some advantages as a domestic animal. For example, it has strong 

environmental adaptability, it can be fed with low-quality roughage, it is disease 

resistant, and the content of cholesterol and fat in its meat is low (Animal Genetic 

Resources Information Network in Taiwan, 2010; Zhang et al., 2020; Rehman et al., 

2021). However, Taiwan swamp buffalo is now underutilized. Furthermore, under the 

circumstance that the number of Taiwan swamp buffaloes is decreasing day by day, 

more attention should be paid to the conservation of Taiwan swamp buffalo. 
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Figure 2. The distribution map of the Taiwan swamp buffalo. The number of Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes in different counties and cities was from Yearly Report of 

Taiwan’s Agriculture 2021 (Statistic Office of C. O. A., 2022) (Table 1). The 

size of the red spots represents the proportion of the Taiwan swamp buffalo 

distributed in different places in Taiwan. (A) The map of Taiwan was from the 

website of Wikimedia Commons (2009). (B) The picture of Hualien Animal 

Propagation Station was from the website of Livestock Research Institute 

(2015).  
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Table 1. The number of the Taiwan swamp buffalo distributed in different counties and 

cities in Taiwan 

City/County Head* Percentage (%) 

Hualien County 789 39.41 

Pingtung County 472 23.58 

Taitung County 250 12.49 

New Taipei City 136 6.79 

Hsinchu County 74 3.70 

Changhua County 33 1.65 

Yilan County 47 2.35 

Tainan City 40 2.00 

Yunlin County 51 2.55 

Taoyuan City 38 1.90 

Kaohsiung City 30 1.50 

Chiayi County 11 0.55 

Miaoli County 4 0.20 

Kinmen County 4 0.20 

Taipei City 21 1.05 

Taichung City 1 0.05 

Nantou County 1 0.05 

Sum 2,002 100.00  
*The number of Taiwan swamp buffaloes in different counties and cities was from 

Yearly Report of Taiwan’s Agriculture 2021 (Statistic Office of C. O. A., 2022). 
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Figure 3. The Taiwan swamp buffaloes in Hualien Animal Propagation Station, 

Livestock Research Institute, Council of Agriculture, Executive Yuan. There 

were white (left) and gray (right) two different coat colors of Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes.  
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1.2 Population genetic analysis of Taiwan swamp buffalo 

In order to understand the genetic characteristics of the Taiwan swamp buffalo, 

Huang (2000) carried out a blood type study on 122 Taiwan swamp buffaloes from 

HAPS and one Taiwan swamp buffalo from Taipei Zoo. The results showed that the 

proportion of polymorphic loci of Taiwan swamp buffalo was 0.67, the number of 

effective loci was 1.237, and the mean of heterozygosity was 0.144. Due to the rather 

high genetic polymorphism, it was inferred that the Taiwan swamp buffalo in the study 

did not undergo a strict selection process and was a random bred stock. 

Lin et al. (2013) used 12 microsatellite markers to analyze the population genetic 

structure of 114 Taiwan swamp buffaloes in HAPS. The results showed that among the 

12 microsatellite markers, the average number of observed alleles (Na) was 4.3, the 

average number of effective alleles (Ne) was 2.5, the average observed heterozygosity 

(Ho) was 0.505, the average expected heterozygosity (He) was 0.532, the average 

polymorphic information content (PIC) was 0.48, and the Wright’s inbreeding 

coefficient (FIS) was 0.043. Based on the analysis of STRUCTURE 2.3 (Pritchard et al., 

2000) and the UPGMA (unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean) 

phylogenetic tree drawn with PHYLIP 3.6 (Felsenstein, 2002) using DA genetic 

distances (Saitou and Nei, 1987), Taiwan swamp buffaloes in the study of Lin et al. 

(2013) could be clustered into three subpopulations. It was confirmed that the degree of 

inbreeding (FIS = 0.043) was low in the Taiwan swamp buffaloes, and there was minor 

differentiation in the population. 

Zhang et al. (2016) sequenced the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) Cytochrome 

b gene and control region and the Y-chromosomal ZFY, SRY and DBY sequences of 

1,100 buffaloes from China (681 head), Taiwan (29 head), Vietnam (100 head), Laos 
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(96 head), Thailand (54 head), Nepal (42 head), and Bangladesh (98 head) for genetic 

and geographic differentiation analysis. The results of mtDNA sequences analysis 

showed that Taiwan swamp buffalo could be divided into three haplogroups, and the 

frequencies of mtDNA haplogroups were 0.897 (SA1), 0.069 (SA2), and 0.034 (SB3). 

There were three Cytochrome b haplotypes found in Taiwan swamp buffalo, and the 

heterozygosity was 0.197. Only one haplotype (YS3A) was found in the seven male 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes in the study. In addition, the study pointed out that the swamp 

buffalo had higher maternal and paternal lineage diversity than the river buffalo, and the 

area with the highest genetic diversity of the swamp buffalo was at the junction of 

southern China and northern Indochina Peninsula. 

Chen et al. (2019) conducted a genetic diversity analysis on the mitochondrial 

D-loop region, Cytochrome b gene, and 12S rRNA gene of 116 Taiwan swamp buffaloes

at HAPS. The results showed that there were 25 single-nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNPs) and seven haplotypes in the D-loop sequence, with the nucleotide diversity 

0.0044 and the haplotype diversity 0.783. There were 11 SNPs and three haplotypes in 

the Cytochrome b gene, with the nucleotide diversity 0.0009 and the haplotype diversity 

0.192. There were two SNPs and three haplotypes in the 12S rRNA gene, with the 

nucleotide diversity 0.0006 and the haplotype diversity 0.192. Because of the low 

haplotype diversity and nucleotide diversity observed in the Cytochrome b gene and the 

12S rRNA gene of the Taiwan swamp buffalo, the author indicated that the genetic 

diversity of the Taiwan swamp buffalo population at HAPS might have gradually 

declined due to the closed breeding. Other possible reasons were that Taiwan was not 

the origin of the Taiwan swamp buffalo, and there might be a founder effect because the 

initial buffaloes in HAPS were introduced from few places in Taiwan. Besides, the high 
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haplotype diversity (> 0.5) and the low nucleotide diversity (< 0.005) in the D-loop 

sequence might indicate a bottleneck effect (Nei and Li, 1979). In addition, the 

neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree based on the D-loop sequence showed that the 116 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes could be divided into three subgroups (T1-1, T1-2, and T2), 

and the proportions were 90, 6 and 4%, respectively. 

In summary, the population genetic structure of the Taiwan swamp buffalo in 

HAPS had been estimated by blood type (Huang, 2000), microsatellite markers (Lin et 

al., 2013), mitochondrial Cytochrome b gene, D-loop region, and 12S rRNA gene 

(Zhang et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2019). The results showed that the Taiwan swamp 

buffalo could be clustered into three subgroups. The genetic polymorphism of the 

Taiwan swamp buffalo was moderate to high (Huang, 2000; Lin et al., 2013) and the 

degree of inbreeding was low (Lin et al., 2013). However, it seemed that the genetic 

diversity of the Taiwan swamp buffalo had gradually declined because of the closed 

breeding at HAPS (Chen et al., 2019). 
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1.3 Microsatellite markers used in buffalo population 

genetic analysis 

Microsatellite is a repetitive sequence on DNA and can be used as a genetic marker. 

By detecting the different sizes of the repeating sequence fragments, multiple genotypes 

of the microsatellite can be distinguished, which means microsatellite is a multiallelic 

genetic marker (Tautz, 1989; Bruford and Wayne, 1993; Barker, 2002).  

Lots of studies have used the polymorphisms of microsatellites to conduct genetic 

analysis on the buffalo. Of all, there was the most research in India, including studies on 

various breeds of river buffaloes (Navani et al., 2002; Arora et al., 2004; Kumar et al., 

2006; Sukla et al., 2006; Tantia et al., 2006; Mishra et al., 2008; Vijh et al., 2008; 

Kataria et al., 2009; Nagarajan et al., 2009; Mishra et al., 2010; Mishra et al., 2015; 

Vohra et al., 2021b) and swamp buffaloes (Mishra et al., 2015; Singh et al., 2022). 

In other countries, some studies used microsatellite markers to estimate the 

population genetic structure of the river buffalo in Pakistan (Babar et al., 2009; Saif et 

al., 2012; Hussain et al., 2017), Turkey (Gargani et al., 2010; Ö zkan Ü nal et al., 2014; 

Ü nal et al., 2021), Iran (Shokrollahi et al., 2009; Yousefi et al., 2019), Colombia 

(Á ngel-Marín et al., 2010), Egypt (Hassanane et al., 2000; El-Kholy et al., 2007; 

Hassanane et al., 2007; Abo Bakr et al., 2012; Attia et al., 2014; Merdan et al., 2020), 

and Brazil (Rogberg Muñoz et al., 2011). Elbeltagy et al. (2008) analyzed genetic 

diversity of both Egyptian and Italian river buffalo, and Moioli et al. (2001) compared 

the genetic differences between river buffaloes in Italian, Greek and Egyptian.  

On the other hand, for the swamp buffalo, research using microsatellite markers to 

analyze the population genetic structure were in Indonesia (Saputra et al., 2020), 
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Thailand (Triwitayakorn et al., 2006; Sraphet et al., 2008), Vietnam (Berthouly et al., 

2010), and Taiwan (Lin et al., 2013).  

Scientists in China conducted genetic structure analysis on swamp and river 

buffaloes of different regions and breeds (Zhang et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008a; Zhang 

et al., 2008b; Yang et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011). In Cuba, there were studies on 

mixed breeds of river buffaloes and swamp buffaloes (Acosta et al., 2014; Uffo et al., 

2017). There were even studies estimating swamp buffaloes from Thailand, Malaysia, 

Indonesia, Philippines, and Australia and river buffaloes from Sri Lanka and Malaysia at 

the same time (Moore et al., 1995; Barker et al., 1997). As for the African buffalo, there 

were fewer population genetic studies based on microsatellites (Simonsen et al., 1998; 

Van Hooft et al., 1999; Greyling et al., 2008). 
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1.4 High-density single nucleotide polymorphism 

genotyping array used in buffalo population genetic 

analysis and genome-wide association study 

The microarray technology utilized in the high-density single nucleotide 

polymorphism genotyping array (HD SNP genotyping array) allows a large number of 

SNPs in DNA samples be analyzed at one time. There may be thousands to millions of 

nucleic acid probes complementary to SNP sequences on a chip. Affymetrix (Santa 

Clara, CA) developed the first SNP array which was designed to genotype 1,494 SNPs 

in 1996 (Balagué-Dobón et al., 2022). Since then, many manufacturers have developed 

SNP arrays, including Affymetrix (Santa Clara, CA), Agilent (Santa Clara, CA), 

Illumina (San Diego, CA), and Nimblegen (Madison, WI) (Lamy et al., 2011). There 

were studies comparing arrays of different content released by Affymetrix and Illumina 

(Anderson et al., 2008; Ha et al., 2014; Verlouw et al., 2021), which are the most 

commonly used platforms (Lamy et al., 2011). 

Since the technology for analyzing a large number of SNPs was not mature in the 

past, SNPs were rarely used in population genetic analysis. A SNP is a biallelic genetic 

marker in one locus, so its polymorphism is lower than that of a microsatellite marker in 

a locus. However, it was indicated that about 100 SNP markers were equivalent to 10-20 

microsatellite markers (Kalinowski, 2002; Glaubitz et al., 2003), and when sufficient 

SNPs were available, they could perform better than microsatellites (Liu et al., 2005; 

Helyar et al., 2011; Sturm et al., 2020). Nevertheless, even if a large amount of 

genotype information of SNP markers is obtained, it is still necessary to overcome the 

high cost and the huge amount of data when conducting a population genetic analysis 
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because it may not be applicable to the past methods and software (Vignal et al., 2002; 

Fan et al., 2010; Helyar et al., 2011; Nicolazzi et al., 2015; Laoun et al., 2020). 

In recent years, the first SNP genotyping array (Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping 

Array; 90K Affymetrix; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Wilmington, DE) designed 

specifically for buffaloes has been developed (Iamartino et al., 2017). Some scientists 

have begun to use this array to analyze the genetic structure of different buffalo 

populations. With the 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping Array, Colli et al. (2018) and 

Macciotta et al. (2021) estimated genomic diversity and described population structure 

of river buffaloes from India, Pakistan, Iran, Turkey, Egypt, Italy, Bulgaria, Romania, 

Mozambique, Colombia, Brazil and swamp buffaloes from China, Philippines, Thailand, 

Indonesia, Brazil. Scientists in Iran investigated genetic diversity and genomic structure 

of river buffaloes in Iran (Mokhber et al., 2018; Mokhber et al., 2019; Davoudi et al., 

2020; Ghoreishifar et al., 2020) and performed a genome-wide scan of copy number 

variants (Strillacci et al., 2021) in Iranian river buffaloes using the 90K Axiom®  

Buffalo Genotyping Array. Lu et al. (2020) analyzed the genetic diversity, linkage 

disequilibrium pattern, and signature of selection of river buffaloes, crossbred buffaloes, 

and swamp buffaloes in China with the 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping Array. 

Thakor et al. (2021) analyzed genetic variability and population structure of seven 

Indian river buffalo breeds, Rahimmadar et al. (2021) analyzed linkage disequilibrium 

and effective population size of river buffaloes in Iran, Turkey, Pakistan, and Egypt, and 

Noce et al. (2021) explored the genetic diversity and population structure of river 

buffaloes in Germany, Bulgaria, Romania, and Hungary and compared their potential 

relations to buffaloes worldwide with the 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping Array. 

There is not yet a study conducting a genetic analysis on the Taiwan swamp buffalo 
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using such HD SNP genotyping array. 

In addition, scientists also used the 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping Array for 

genome-wide association study (GWAS) to find genetic variants associated with a 

specific trait or disease. Uffelmann et al. (2021) described the workflow of a GWAS, 

including collection of DNA and phenotypic information from the samples, genotyping 

of each sample with available arrays or other sequencing strategies, quality control of 

the genotyping results, performing a statistical analysis for association, and interpreting 

the results by conducting multiple post-GWAS analyses. PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007) is 

a free and open-source whole genome association analysis toolset, which is designed to 

perform many of the quality control steps in genetic data and to conduct genetic 

association analysis. The output of a GWAS analysis is a list of P-values generated from 

the association tests of all tested genetic variants with a target phenotype. The results are 

visualized as a Manhattan plot to show the genomic positions and the strength of 

association of the genetic variants.  

With the 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping Array, SNPs related to milk production 

(de Camargo et al., 2015; El-Halawany et al., 2017; Iamartino et al., 2017; da Costa 

Barros et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018; Deng et al., 2019; Abdel-Shafy et al., 2020; 

Gonzalez Guzman et al., 2020), reproductive traits (de Camargo et al., 2015; Li et al., 

2018; de Araujo Neto et al., 2020; Vohra et al., 2021a), and mammary gland 

morphology (Li et al., 2020) in buffaloes had been identified. Before the 90K Axiom®  

Buffalo Genotyping Array was available, milk production traits of buffalo were studied 

through GWAS using the bovine SNP chip: Illumina BovineSNP50 BeadChip (Wu et al., 

2013) and Illumina Infinium®  BovineHD BeadChip (Venturini et al., 2014). 
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1.5 Coat color genes of the buffalo 

1.5.1 The coat color of the buffalo 

The Asian buffalo is divided into the river buffalo and the swamp buffalo. The coat 

color of the river buffalo is usually dark black, sometimes with brown or white spots or 

patches (Rife, 1962; Miao et al., 2010; Gurao et al., 2022), and all-white or all-brown 

individuals also exist (Rife, 1962; da Cruz et al., 2020; Ali et al., 2022). For example, 

Nili Ravi, a breed of river buffalo in India, has black coat color with white patches and 

pink skin underneath (Gurao et al., 2022). Based on the degree and the distribution of 

the white markings, the Nili Ravi buffalo could be subclassified as “typical”, 

“over-white” and “under-white” (Dhandapani et al., 2021). 

The coat color of the swamp buffalo is usually gray with dark skin, white stripes on 

the neck, and white hair below the hocks (Zhang et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2021). On the 

other hand, some of the swamp buffaloes have white coat color, pink skin, and the same 

pigmented eyes as the gray swamp buffaloes (Rife, 1962; Liang et al., 2021). White 

swamp buffaloes are commonly found in Laos and Thailand, and about 10% of the 

swamp buffaloes in Thailand are white (Rife and Buranamanas, 1959). In addition, 

white-spotted swamp buffaloes are found in Indonesia, which have been preserved by 

the local people due to the cultural traditions. Compared with the diluted color of the 

white swamp buffalo, the white color of the white-spotted swamp buffalo seems to be 

more extreme. According to the appearance of the spots and the color of the iris (white 

or black), white-spotted swamp buffalo can be divided into four subclasses, for example: 

Saleko type, Lotong Boko type, Bonga type, and Toddi’ type (Yusnizar et al., 2015) 

(Figure 4). 
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(Yusnizar et al., 2015) 

Figure 4. Different coat color and eye color of the swamp buffalo. (A) Gray coat color 

with black eyes. (B) White coat color with black eyes. (C) White-spotted coat 

color with white eyes (Saleko type). (D) White-spotted coat color with black 

eyes (Lotong Boko type). (E) White-spotted coat color with white eyes (Bonga 

type). (F) White-spotted coat color with black eyes (Toddi’ type). 

1.5.2 The albinism and the TYR gene of the buffalo 

The phenotype of oculocutaneous albinism (OCA) is the lack of melanin in the hair, 

skin, and eyes of an animal (Grønskov et al., 2007). It is usually caused by the 

impairment of pigment production in melanocytes, resulting in complete lack of 

pigment in various body parts of an animal (Cieslak et al., 2011). Genetic variants in 

TYR gene were known to result in albinism in a variety of animals, including the human 

(Oetting, 2000), mouse (Yokoyama et al., 1990), rabbit (Aigner et al., 2000), cattle 

(Schmutz et al., 2004), cat (Imes et al., 2006), …etc. 

Damé et al. (2012) conducted a study on four normal black river buffaloes and six 

river buffaloes diagnosed with albinism, and they found that the albino river buffaloes 
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had a mutation c.1431G>A in the TYR gene. This missense mutation caused premature 

translation termination (p.W477*), which was thought to be responsible for the albinism 

of the river buffaloes. da Cruz et al. (2020) sequenced the TYR gene of two white river 

buffaloes, and the results showed that they did not carry the variation c.1431G>A that 

caused albinism in the buffalo found by Damé et al. (2012). Besides, the eyes of the 

white river buffaloes in the study of da Cruz et al. (2020) were pigmented. Therefore, it 

was inferred that the two white river buffaloes were not albinos. Forty river buffaloes 

suffering from skin and hair depigmentation in the Brazilian Amazon biome were also 

genotyped (Barbosa et al., 2023) for the mutation c.1431G>A in the TYR gene causing 

albinism described by Damé et al. (2012). The results showed that none of the buffaloes 

with leucoderma had a mutation in the TYR gene (Barbosa et al., 2023). 

The albino buffaloes were lack of pigment in the eyelashes, conjunctiva, and iris, 

and they showed signs of photophobia (Damé et al., 2012). Since the white swamp 

buffalo had pigmented eyes (Rife and Buranamanas, 1959; Rife, 1962; Yusnizar et al., 

2015; Liang et al., 2021) and could adapt to the outdoor environment (Chuang, 2007), it 

is generally believed that the white swamp buffalo is not albino. 

Liang et al. (2021) examined the expression levels of the TYR gene among three 

white and three gray swamp buffaloes with the RNA-seq data, and the results showed 

that in the ear skin tissue, the TYR gene expression levels were lower in the white 

swamp buffaloes than in the gray swamp buffaloes (P < 0.01). 

1.5.3 An early research of the white swamp buffalo 

Rife and Buranamanas (1959) and Rife (1962) speculated that the gene for white 

coat color of the swamp buffalo should be dominant to the gray coat color from the trait 
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records of swamp buffalo in Thailand. However, there were still exceptions in the 

pedigree. For example, there was one white offspring whose parents were both gray 

(Rife, 1962), which did not conform to the assumption that the white coat color was a 

Mendelian dominant inheritance. Conversely, there were two gray offspring whose 

parents were both white (Rife, 1962), so it could not neither be determined that the gray 

coat color was dominant to the white coat color. The author only made inferences based 

on the probability of errors in pedigree records, as well as the calculation and 

assumptions of gene frequencies. However, the P-values of the chi-square tests were not 

significant (P > 0.1). 

1.5.4 Analysis of the MC1R gene of the buffalo 

MC1R (Melanocortin 1 receptor) protein is a G protein–coupled receptor, made up 

of seven α-helical transmembrane domains, on the plasma membrane of melanocytes 

(García-Borrón et al., 2005). MC1R protein is activated by melanocortins, in particular 

α-melanocyte stimulating hormone (α-MSH), and suppressed by Agouti signal protein 

(ASIP) (Rees, 2003). The activation of MC1R pathway enhances transcription of 

microphthalmia transcription factor (MITF) (Abdel-Malek et al., 2008). Increased MITF 

further stimulates transcription of genes such as tyrosinase (TYR), tyrosinase-related 

protein 1 (TYRP1), and tyrosinase-related protein 2 (TYRP2) (also known as 

dopachrome tautomerase, DCT) which are necessary for the eumelanogenesis pathway, 

and thus induces a switch from pheomelanin to eumelain synthesis and increases the 

number, size and transport of the melanosome (Schiaffino, 2010).  

It is well-known that the MC1R gene involves in the regulation of pigmentation in 

mammals (Rees, 2003; Switonski et al., 2013; Hashimoto et al., 2021). For example, the 
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different coat color of the cattle is affected by the variation of MC1R gene. The main 

alleles are the wild-type (E+), dominant black (ED), recessive red (e), and light (E1) 

(Klungland et al., 1995; Klungland et al., 2000; Rouzaud et al., 2005). Therefore, Miao 

et al. (2010) analyzed the MC1R genes of 49 black river buffaloes, 78 gray swamp 

buffaloes, and 58 white swamp buffaloes, and the results showed that the MC1R gene 

fragment of those buffalo was 954 bp and translated into 317 amino acids, which was 

the same length as the cattle MC1R gene fragment. The MC1R gene of the buffalo and 

the cattle had 97% similarity, but no variants found in the cattle MC1R gene were 

observed in the buffalo. Therefore, the variation in coat color in the buffalo should not 

be explained by the MC1R genotype of the cattle. 

Miao et al. (2010) found that there were two variants, c.310G>A and c.384G>T, in 

the MC1R gene between the river buffalo and the swamp buffalo. Both of the variants 

were missense mutations, resulting in amino acid changes p.G104S and p.M128I, 

respectively. All of the river buffaloes in the experiment were c.310A and c.384T 

genotypes, which was defined as the EBR allele, so the MC1R genotype of the river 

buffalo was EBR/EBR. All of the swamp buffaloes in the experiment were c.310G and 

c.384G genotypes, which was defined as the EBS allele, so the MC1R genotype of the

swamp buffalo was EBS/EBS. The PANTHER software (Thomas et al., 2006) was used to 

predict that the mutation of the EBR allele might affect the function of MC1R, resulting 

in the lighter coat color.  

In addition, the black river buffaloes were crossed with the gray swamp buffaloes 

in the study (Miao et al., 2010). The F1 offspring had brown coat color with EBR/EBS 

genotype, so it was deduced that EBR was related to the black coat color of the buffalo 

and was important for maintaining the normal function of MC1R. On the other hand, 
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the gray and white swamp buffaloes in the study were all EBS/EBS genotypes, so it was 

concluded that the MC1R gene was not associated with the gray and white coat color of 

the swamp buffalo. 

However, da Cruz et al. (2020) put forward a different argument. In their study, the 

MC1R gene of nine black river buffaloes, eight brown river buffaloes and two white 

river buffaloes were sequenced. The results showed that there were black river buffaloes 

not EBR/EBR genotypes, and there were brown and white river buffaloes with EBR/EBR 

genotypes. Therefore, da Cruz et al. (2020) indicated that the EBR/EBR genotypes was not 

the reason for the black coat color of the buffalo, and the MC1R gene did not affect the 

coat color of the river buffalo.  

Liang et al. (2021) examined the expression levels of the MC1R gene among three 

white and three gray swamp buffaloes with the RNA-seq data, and the results showed 

that in the ear skin tissue, the MC1R gene expression levels were not significantly 

different between the white and gray swamp buffaloes (P > 0.05). 

Azakheli buffalo is a breed of river buffalo in Pakistan. Azakheli buffalo had color 

variation ranging from complete albino, brown, piebald, and to black (Ali et al., 2022). 

Ali et al. (2022) sequenced the MC1R gene of 68 Azakheli buffaloes, and further 

combined the results with the Chinese and Indian buffaloes MC1R haplotype sequences 

retrieved from GenBank. The results showed 22 haplotypes from 68, 198, and 142 

sequences of Azakheli, Indian and Chinese buffaloes, respectively. High mutations in 

the albino Azakheli buffaloes were observed, and all the black Azakheli buffaloes 

shared haplotypes with Chinese and Indian black buffaloes, indicating signs and 

possibilities that the black coat color of Azakheli buffalo was due to the variation of the 

MC1R gene (Ali et al., 2022). 
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1.5.5 Analysis of the MITF gene of the buffalo 

Yusnizar et al. (2015) Sanger-sequenced the MITF gene, which is known to affect 

both coat color and iris color (Pingault et al., 2010), of 32 gray swamp buffaloes, 23 

white swamp buffaloes and 38 white-spotted swamp buffaloes. The results showed that 

two SNPs on the MITF gene were highly correlated with the white-spotted color, 

namely c.328C>T on MITF exon 3 (P = 1.3 × 10-7) and c.840+2T>A on MITF intron 8 

(P = 0.05). The former was a missense mutation leading to a premature translation 

termination (p.R110*), and the latter was a donor splice-site mutation leading to the 

amino acid change p.E281_L282Ins8. 

However, none of the white-spotted buffaloes carrying the variants were 

homozygous, and no individuals carried both of the two variants at the same time. 

Furthermore, gray swamp buffaloes with the variants and white-spotted buffaloes 

without any variants were still observed in the experiment. Therefore, it was speculated 

that there were still other unknown genetic variants affecting the white-spotted coat 

color of the swamp buffalo. In addition, the white swamp buffalo had no variation in 

these two loci, so it was deduced that the cause of the white coat color and the 

white-spotted coat color of the swamp buffalo should be different. 

Liang et al. (2021) examined the expression levels of the MITF gene among three 

white and three gray swamp buffaloes with the RNA-seq data, and the results showed 

that in the ear skin tissue, the MITF gene expression levels were not significantly 

different between the white and gray swamp buffaloes (P > 0.05). 

1.5.6 Analysis of the ASIP gene of the buffalo 

Liang et al. (2021) attempted to figure out the gene regulation mechanism of the 
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white coat color of the swamp buffalo. Firstly, they performed whole-genome 

sequencing on 22 white and 41 gray swamp buffaloes using the Illumina HiSeq X Ten 

system (Illumina, San Diego, CA). After quality control, 10,999,832 SNPs were 

identified. A genome-wide association study (GWAS) was performed. Since previous 

literature pointed out that the white coat color of swamp buffalo should be dominant 

(Rife and Buranamanas, 1959; Rife, 1962), the author used the Fisher’s exact test and 

the dominance gene effect model in the PLINK software v1.07 (Purcell et al., 2007) for 

GWAS analysis. The results showed that there was a significant peak on chromosome 

14, which contained 407 SNPs associated with the white coat color (P < 1 × 10-8). The 

significant region spanned 1.07 Mb, covering 5 pseudogenes and 23 genes, containing 

the ASIP gene which is known to be related to the pigmentation. 

In order to verify the GWAS results, Liang et al. (2021) genotyped a panel of 19 

SNPs and one indel that showed significant associations with the white color in the 

target genomic region on 80 white and 122 gray swamp buffaloes from Thailand, 

Bangladesh and China with the Kompetitive allele specific PCR (KASP) method. The 

results showed that as the number of samples increased, the correlation between the 

variants and the white coat color increased (P < 1 × 10-18). The four most significant 

SNPs were located at the first intron and the upstream of the ASIP gene. Besides, in the 

linkage disequilibrium (LD) analysis, 13 SNPs were found to form an LD block 

covering the ASIP gene. Therefore, the ASIP gene was considered as a candidate gene 

for the white coat color. 

In the GWAS analysis, 51 SNPs on the ASIP gene were highly correlated with the 

white coat color. However, none of these variants was predicted to affect the function of 

the ASIP protein. Therefore, Liang et al. (2021) turned to focus on the gene expression 
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of the 23 most significantly correlated genes in the GWAS results. The ear skin tissue of 

three white and three gray swamp buffaloes was used for whole transcriptome 

sequencing (RNA-seq). Sequencing libraries were constructed using the NEBNext 

UltraTM RNA Library Prep Kit (NEB, Ipswich, MA), and the library preparations were 

sequenced using the Illumina HiSeq X Ten system. The results showed that the ASIP 

gene transcription level is 10.3 times that of the gray buffalo, which was further verified 

by real-time qPCR analysis (P < 0.001). Therefore, it was inferred that the white coat 

color of the swamp buffalo may be due to the increase expression level of the ASIP gene 

in the skin. 

Liang et al. (2021) then used RACE-PCR to obtain the full-length transcripts of the 

ASIP genes in one gray and one white swamp buffalo. The results showed there was an 

unknown 165 bp sequence in the ASIP gene of the white swamp buffalo. The unknown 

sequence had 98% similarity as the bovine long interspersed nuclear element-1 (LINE-1) 

transposon element. Subsequent analysis of soft-clipped reads mapped this insertion at 

BBU14:19996791-19996806. The Nanopore long-read sequencing technology was used 

to determine that the insertion sequence was 2,809 bp in full length. It was further 

confirmed that the insertion sequence located at 44 kb upstream of the first coding exon 

of the ASIP gene, and a 165 bp fragment was spliced into the first coding exon of the 

ASIP gene during transcription. It was speculated that the LINE-1 insertion might act as 

a powerful alternative promoter for the ASIP gene to increase the expression of the ASIP 

gene. 

In order to validate the correlation between the LINE-1 insertion in the ASIP gene 

and the white coat color, Liang et al. (2021) genotyped 91 white and 194 gray swamp 

buffaloes. The results showed that none of the gray buffaloes had the LINE-1 insertion 
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sequence, 88 white buffaloes were heterozygous for the LINE-1 insertion sequence, and 

three white buffaloes were homozygous for LINE-1 insertion sequence. Therefore, the 

white coat color was identified as a Mendelian dominant inheritance. In sum, it was 

deduced that the overexpression of the ASIP gene in the white swamp buffalo might 

prevent melanocyte differentiation and thus led to the white coat color of the white 

swamp buffalo. 

On the other hand, Kumari et al. (2023) found four SNPs (c.292C>T, c.391C>A, 

c.393C>T, c.396C>A) in the ASIP gene of 21 river buffaloes by sequencing the coding

exons 2, 3, and 4 of the ASIP gene with the dideoxy chain termination method. The 

c.292C>T SNP in exon 3 was a non-synonymous SNP that resulted in an arginine to

cysteine amino acid change at protein position 98. Tetra-Primer Amplification 

Refractory Mutation System-Polymerase Chain Reaction (Tetra-ARMS PCR) was used 

to further genotype 268 river and swamp buffaloes from 10 different populations for the 

SNP (c.292C>T). The mutant TT genotype occurred at a higher rate in Murrah and Nili 

Ravi buffaloes (42.63% vs. 19.30%), giving them darker coat color, while the swamp 

buffalo with grayish-black coat color and other river breeds with brownish black coat 

colors have less or no occurrence of the “T” allele. It was implied that there might be 

association of the black coat color of the Murrah buffalo with the ASIP gene TT 

genotype and the light coat color phenotype in other breeds with the CC genotype at the 

c.292C>T locus. In addition, the ‘T’ allele encoding for the p.R98C of the ASIP protein

was also reported in the alpaca for the black fiber color (Feeley et al., 2011). 

1.5.7 Analysis of other coat color genes of the buffalo 

Liang et al. (2021) also examined the expression levels of other 
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skin-color-associated genes with the RNA-seq data. The results showed that in the ear 

skin tissue, the DCT/TYRP2, TYRP1, PMEL, and OCA2 gene expression levels were 

lower in the white swamp buffaloes than the gray swamp buffaloes (P < 0.01). The 

KITLG, EDNRB, and SOX10 gene expression levels were not significantly different 

between the white and gray swamp buffaloes (P > 0.05). Only the gene expression level 

of the KIT gene was slightly higher in the ear skin of the white swamp buffaloes (P < 

0.05). Among all, it was emphasized that the TYRP1 gene did not express in the ear skin 

tissue of the white swamp buffaloes. 

Gurao et al. (2022) identified the differential methylome signatures of white 

pigmented skin patches in the Nili Ravi buffalo. The DNA was isolated from the skin 

tissues of the forehead of three over-white Nili Ravi buffaloes, three under-white Nili 

Ravi buffaloes and black Murrah buffaloes in India, and the sample was subjected to 

reduced representation bisulfite sequencing. The DNA methylation analysis revealed 

68.44, 63.39, and 47.94% of the promoter regions were hypermethylated in over-white 

Nili Ravi buffaloes versus Murrah buffaloes, under-white Nili Ravi buffaloes versus 

Murrah buffaloes, and under-white Nili Ravi buffaloes versus over-white Nili Ravi 

buffaloes, respectively. The TBX2, SNAI2, HERC2, and CITED1 genes were identified 

to be differentially methylated among over-white and under-white Nili Ravi buffaloes. 

1.5.8 Coat color gene analysis of the Taiwan swamp buffalo 

In order to understand the reason for the white coat color of Taiwan swamp buffalo, 

Chuang (2007) analyzed the melanin content of the skin and hair of the gray and white 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes in HAPS and compared six genes (MC1R, KIT, KITLG, TYR, 

TYRP1, and DCT) between the gray and white Taiwan swamp buffaloes. In the study, 
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the white Taiwan swamp buffaloes could adapt to the sunshine environment and had 

black eyes and brown to gray skin. In addition, the results showed that melanin could be 

observed in the skin and hair of the white Taiwan swamp buffaloes. As a result, it was 

inferred that the white Taiwan swamp buffalo had the ability to produce melanin and 

was not albinism. 

In addition, it was found that the sequences of the three coat color genes, MC1R, 

KIT (exon 11-18) and KITLG (exon 2-9), of gray and white Taiwan swamp buffaloes 

were completely identical, and no genetic variation was found (Chuang, 2007). In the 

analysis of gene expression, it was found that the gene expression of TYRP2 (DCT) in 

white Taiwan swamp buffaloes was significantly lower than that in gray Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes (P < 0.05), and there was no significant difference between TYR and TYRP1 

gene expression (Chuang, 2007). It was indicated that the expression of the TYR family 

genes might affect the synthesis of melanin and thus led to the white coat color of 

Taiwan swamp buffalo. However, the exact gene regulation mechanism of the white 

coat color of Taiwan swamp buffalo was not fully clarified. 
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1.6 Histological analysis of the buffalo skin 

Mohammed et al. (2022) identify histological features of the skin of various 

animals including buffalo, cow, camel, sheep, goat, dog, and donkey. The skin 

specimens were collected from the neck region and stained with hematoxylin and eosin 

(H&E), Periodic acid-Schiff (PAS), Alcian blue, and Crossman's trichrome stain. It was 

indicated that the epidermis layer of the buffalo skin was very thick, and the 

papillomatous epidermis was very frequent in buffalo. Ibrahim and Hussin (2018) made 

a histological comparison between the skin (muzzle, neck, thorax, dorsum, abdomen, 

and perineum) of buffaloes and cows. The samples were stained by H&E stain, PAS 

reagents, and Van Gieson stain. The results revealed that the skin of the buffalo was 

thicker and stronger than that of the cow in all regions of the body. There were also 

histological examinations by H&E stain of skin of the African buffalo infected with 

Trypanosoma congolense (Grootenhuis et al., 1990) and scrotal skin of the buffalo bull 

(Ahmed et al., 2023). 

With the rabbit polyclonal antibody anti-TRP1 (ab83774, Abcam, Cambridge, MA), 

immunohistochemical staining was performed on the ear skin tissue of the gray and 

white swamp buffalo in the study of Liang et al. (2021). The results showed that no 

TYRP1 expression was found in the ear skin tissue of the white swamp buffaloes, and 

no melanin was observed around melanocytes in the white swamp buffaloes in H&E 

staining. However, using the H&E stain, it was reported that melanin could be observed 

in the skin of the white Taiwan swamp buffaloes (Chuang, 2007). On the other hand, 

with H&E stain and toluidine blue, leucoderma in the skin of river buffaloes within the 

Brazilian Amazon biome was observed (Barbosa et al., 2023). The results showed that 

there was a disruption in the presence of melanin, as well as mild dermal fibrosis, 
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perivasculitis, mononuclear perianexitis, and pigment incontinence. 

The Fontana-Masson (FM) stain has become the most widely used method for 

identifying the melanin granules in formalin-fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) tissues 

(Barbosa et al., 1984; Joly-Tonetti et al., 2016). The difference between skin tissues of 

the black and white fur sheep in China was compared by the FM stain (Shi et al., 2021). 

Singh et al. (2016) utilized the FM stain to observe the melanin content in the skin of 

healthy Indian river buffaloes and Indian river buffaloes with vitiligo. However, the FM 

stain has not been used to observe melanin pigments in the skin of the gray and white 

swamp buffalo. 
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1.7 Aims of this study 

There were two main aims in this study. One was to analyze the population genetic 

structure of the Taiwan swamp buffalo in HAPS. The other was to investigate the coat 

color genes associated with the white coat color of the Taiwan swamp buffalo. 

 In order to maintain the genetic diversity of Taiwan swamp buffaloes in HAPS, 

estimating their population genetic structure is important. By providing information for 

breeding designation, this study could help improve the conservation of the Taiwan 

swamp buffalo. Moreover, this study would be the first study using a HD SNP 

genotyping array to conduct a genetic analysis of the Taiwan swamp buffalo in HAPS. 

What’s more, by using microsatellite markers and SNP genotyping array at the same 

time, this study could compare two methods of estimating population genetic structure. 

Although Liang et al. (2021) has discovered a potential genetic cause of the white 

coat color of the swamp buffalo, the exact reason for the white coat color of the Taiwan 

swamp buffalo remained unclear. This study could help the trait selection of the coat 

color of the Taiwan swamp buffalo by confirming the genes that were associated with 

the coat color. In addition, research on buffalo coat color genes is still limited and 

incomplete. Looking at the existing related literature, there are still some contradictions 

between the research results and some questions that need to be further clarified. As a 

result, the academic value of this research on the coat color gene of the Taiwan swamp 

buffalo should not be overlooked. 
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Chapter 2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Population genetic structure analysis of Taiwan swamp 

buffalo 

2.1.1 Blood sample collection 

Blood samples were collected from 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes (78 gray Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes and 16 white Taiwan swamp buffaloes) in Hualien Animal 

Propagation Station (HAPS). The samples were collected by the veterinarians at the 

farm when conducting health checks for the Taiwan swamp buffaloes. The blood sample 

was collected from the tail veins of the buffaloes and was collected into a 10 mL tube 

containing K2EDTA (BD biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) to prevent clot 

formation. The animal experiments involved in this study, the use, feeding and test 

content of the animals were carried out in accordance with the test guidelines approved 

by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of Hualien Animal 

Propagation Station. The approval number of the IACUC was HUAIACUC10603. 

2.1.2 Genomic DNA (gDNA) isolation 

Whole blood sample (300 μL) was added into a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube, and 

then 900 μL of 1X RBC lysis buffer (Genepure Tech. Co., LTD., Taichung, Taiwan) was 

added into the tube. After mixing thoroughly, the sample was incubated for 10 minutes 

at room temperature. Next, the sample was centrifuged at 11,000 ×  g for 30 seconds 

with a centrifuge (Labnet PRISM microcentrifuge, Edison, NJ, USA). The supernatant 

was discarded, and the white blood cell was remained. The tube was tapped to break up 
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the precipitate. 1X RBC lysis buffer (900 μL) (Genepure Tech. Co., LTD., Taichung, 

Taiwan) was added into the tube. The sample was mixed well and then incubated for 10 

minutes at room temperature. After centrifuging the sample at 11,000 ×  g for 30 

seconds, the supernatant was removed, and the white blood cell was remained. The tube 

was tapped to break up the precipitate. Genomic DNA Isolation Reagent (1 mL) 

(Genepure Tech. Co., LTD, Taichung, Taiwan) was added, and the sample was mixed 

slowly with a pipette.  

After incubating the sample for 15 minutes at room temperature, 500 μL of 

chloroform (Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO, USA) was added. The tube was 

inverted several times to gently mix the sample, and the sample was incubated for 20 

minutes at room temperature. After centrifuged at 11,000 ×  g for 15 minutes, the 

supernatant was transferred into a new 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube, and the steps 

mentioned above were repeated. Chloroform (500 μL) (Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, 

MO, USA) was added, the tube was slowly inverted several times, the sample was 

incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature, the sample was centrifuged at 11,000 ×  g 

for 15 minutes, and the supernatant was transferred into a new 1.5 mL microcentrifuge 

tube. 

Next, cold isopropanol (Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO, USA) was added at a 

volume of 0.7 times that of the supernatant. The tube was inverted several times to mix 

well until white filaments appeared. After centrifuging the sample at 11,000 ×  g for 20 

seconds, the supernatant was removed. The DNA pellet was washed with 1 mL of 75% 

ethanol, and the tube was inverted several times. The ethanol was discarded, and the 

DNA pellet was remained. The washing step was repeated once again. After the 

remaining ethanol was removed, the pellet was dried with the tube inverted at room 
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temperature for about 3 hours. 

The air-dried gDNA pellet was resuspended in about 50 μL of distilled water 

(ddH2O). The DNA sample was incubated at room temperature overnight until it 

dissolved thoroughly. The DNA solution (1.0 μL) was used to evaluate DNA quality and 

quantity with NanoDrop®  ND-1000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MD, USA) by 

detecting the absorbance at 230, 260, and 280 nm. The 260/280 ratio should be about 

2.0 and the 260/230 ratio should be in the range of 1.8-2.2 to ensure the purity for DNA 

(Desjardins and Conklin, 2010). The DNA samples were stored at 4°C or -20°C for 

downstream applications. 

2.1.3 Microsatellite markers analysis 

2.1.3.1 Selection of microsatellite markers 

Microsatellite markers were selected based on previous literature using 

microsatellite markers to estimate genetic information of Indian river buffaloes (Tantia 

et al., 2006), African buffaloes and cattle (Greyling et al., 2008), river and swamp 

buffaloes in China (Zhang et al., 2008b), and river buffaloes in Pakistan (Hussain et al., 

2017). Fifteen microsatellite markers (loci) with similar ligation temperature were 

selected, and their product fragment sizes were suitable for designing a multiplex PCR 

system. According to the product fragment sizes recorded in the literature, the 

microsatellite markers with non-overlapping sizes were classified into the same group 

and marked with different fluorescent lights. The 15 microsatellite markers were 

divided into four multiplex PCR systems as follows. Group I: ILSTS058, INRA128, and 

CSSM022; Group II: INRA005, ILSTS059, ETH152, and BM1818; Group III: ILSTS033, 
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ILSTS029, BM1824, and ETH10; Group IV: CSSM061, CSSM046, CSSM008, and 

TGLA159 (Table 2).  

CSSM022, ILSTS033, CSSM061, CSSM046, and CSSM008 were Food and 

Agriculture Organization (FAO, 2011) recommended buffalo microsatellite markers; 

INRA005, ETH152, BM1818, BM1824, and ETH10 were FAO recommended cattle 

microsatellite markers (FAO, 2011). The repeated motifs, primer sequences, expected 

product fragment sizes, and multiplex system grouping of the 15 microsatellite markers 

were shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. The motifs, primer sequences, expected fragment sizes, and multiplex ID of the 

15 microsatellite markers used in this study 

Locus Motif Primer sequence (5’ → 3’)* 

Expected 

fragment 

size (bp) 

Multiplex 

ID 

ILSTS0583 GT F: GCCTTACTACCATTTCCAGC 

R: CATCCTGACTTTGGCTGTGG 
122-152 I 

INRA1281 GT F: TAAGCACCGCACAGCAGATGC 

R: AGACTAGTCAGGCTTCCTAC 
166-182 I 

CSSM0224,5 CA F: TCTCTCTAATGGAGTTGGTTTTTG 

R: ATATCCCACTGAGGATAAGAATTC 
203-213 I 

INRA0052,5 CA F: TTCAGGCATACCCTACACCACATG  

R: AAATATTAGCCAACTGAAAACTGGG 
110-149 II 

ILSTS0593 GT F: AGTATGGTAAGGCCAAAGGG  

R: CGACTTGTGTTGTTCAAAGC 
154-176 II 

ETH1523,5 CA F: ACTCGTAGGGCAGGCTGCCTG  

R: GAGACCTCAGGGTTGGTGATCAG 
181-216 II 

BM18183,5 TG F: AGCTGGGAATATAACCAAAGG  

R: AGTGCTTTCAAGGTCCATGC 
248-278 II 

ILSTS0332,4,5 CA F: TATTAGAGTGGCTCAGTGCC  

R: ATGCAGACAGTTTTAGAGGG 
126-172 III 

ILSTS0292,3 AC F: TGTTTTGATGGAACACAGCC  

R: TGGATTTAGACCAGGGTTGG 
138-168 III 

BM18241,5 TG F: GAGCAAGGTGTTTTTCCAATC  

R: CATTCTCCAACTGCTTCCTTG 
169-199 III 

ETH101,5 AC F: GTTCAGGACTGGCCCTGCTAACA 

R: CCTCCAGCCCACTTTCTCTTCTC 
207-231 III 

CSSM0614,5 - F: AGGCCATATAGGAGGCAAGCTTAC

R: TTCAGAAGAGGGCAGAGAATACAC
100-126 IV 

CSSM0464,5 AC F: GGCTATTAACTGTTTTCTAGGAAT

R: TGCACAATCGGAACCTAGAATATT
152-160 IV 

CSSM0083,4,5 TG F: CTTGGTGTTACTAGCCCTGGG

R: GATATATTTGCCAGAGATTCTGCA
179-196 IV 

TGLA1591 TG F: GCATCCAGGGAACAAATTACAAAC

R: TTTATTTCGAATCTCTTGAGTACAG
208-242 IV 

*F: forward primer; R: reverse primer.
1Greyling et al. (2008). 2Hussain et al. (2017). 3Tantia et al. (2006). 4Zhang et al. 

(2008b). 5FAO (2011).
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2.1.3.2 Amplification of microsatellite markers 

Microsatellite markers were amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The 

PCR was performed on Veriti®  96-well Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, 

Massachusetts, USA) using reaction mixture of 15 μL containing 50-100 ng of gDNA, 2 

μM forward primer, 2 μM reverse primer, 2 μM CAGtag, 10x PCR buffer, 0.25 mM 

MgCl2, 0.2 mM dNTP, ddH2O, and 0.025 U Taq DNA polymerase (final concentrations). 

PCR conditions were: 95°C for 5 minutes followed by 35 cycles of 95°C for 30 seconds, 

57°C for 40 seconds, and 72°C for 50 seconds, and the final extension for 10 minutes at 

72°C. Electrophoresis in 1.5% agarose gel was used to make sure that PCR products 

were well amplified. The gel was stained in ethidium bromide for 15 minutes, soaked in 

ddH2O for 15 minutes, and then the bands on the gel were visualized upon illumination 

with UV light. 

2.1.3.3 Genotyping of microsatellite markers 

Highly deionized (Hi-Di) formamide (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA) and 600 Liz 

size standard (GeneScan Size Standard GeneScan-600 LIZ) (Applied Biosystems, 

Foster City, CA, USA) were mixed at a ratio of 120:1. The mixture (10 μL) was added 

to a 96-well sample plate, and then the diluted (30 to 40X) PCR product (1 μL) was 

added in the mixture. The separation and detection of amplicons of different sizes were 

done by the ABI 3730 DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). The 

allele size determination in comparison with size standard was performed by Peak 

Scanner software 1.0 (Applied Biosystems, Halle, Belgium). 

2.1.3.4 Statistical analysis 

The statistical analysis of the 15 microsatellite markers was performed using R 
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4.1.3 (R Core Team, 2022) and RStudio 2022.2.0.443 (RStudio Team, 2022). With the 

adegenet package 2.1.8 (Jombart, 2008; Jombart and Ahmed, 2011), the data of 

microsatellite genotypes was exported into “genind” file format, and the number of 

observed alleles (Na), observed heterozygosity (Ho), and expected heterozygosity (He) 

were calculated using the “df2genind” function. Next, the He values were used to 

calculate the number of effective alleles (Ne). After calculating gene frequency with the 

“makefreq” function in the adegenet package 2.1.8 (Jombart, 2008; Jombart and Ahmed, 

2011), polymorphic information content (PIC) was calculated using the “PIC” function 

in the polysat package 1.7-7 (Clark and Jasieniuk, 2011; Clark and Schreier, 2017). The 

Wright’s inbreeding coefficient (FIS) was calculated using the “basic.stats” function in 

the hierfstat package 0.5-11 (Goudet, 2005). The Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) 

test was performed with the “hw.test” function in the pegas package 1.1 (Paradis, 2010). 

Finally, the null allele frequency was calculated using the “null.all” function in the 

PopGenReport package 3.0.7 (Adamack and Gruber, 2014; Gruber and Adamack, 2015), 

and the results from “summary1” using the formula proposed by Chakraborty et al. 

(1994) was adopted. 

The “aboot” function in the poppr package 2.9.3 (Kamvar et al., 2014; Kamvar et 

al., 2015) was used to calculate Nei's genetic distance (Nei, 1972; 1978) and construct a 

neighbor-joining (NJ) (Saitou and Nei, 1987) tree with a bootstrap (Felsenstein, 1985) 

test of 1,000 replicates. The numbers indicating the percentage bootstrap values were 

represented on the nodes of the neighbor-joining (rectangular layout). In addition, the 

“as.treedata” function in the treeio package 1.16.2 (Wang et al., 2019) was used to 

convert the tree object to “treedata” object, and the ggtree package 3.0.4 (Yu et al., 2017; 

2018; Yu, 2020) was used to draw another tree layout with the “daylight” method. 
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To investigate the population structure and the degree of admixture, STRUCTURE 

2.3.4 software (Pritchard et al., 2000) was used. The program could assign individuals 

into pre-defined K clusters. Clusters (K) ranging from two to six were tested. Twenty 

replicate runs were calculated for each K with a burn-in period of 5,000 iterations, 

followed by 50,000 iterations of the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm. 

STRUCTURE HARVESTER 0.6.94 (Earl and vonHoldt, 2012) was used to determine 

the most likely cluster number (K), the number of genetic groups that best fit the data. 

CLUMPAK (Kopelman et al., 2015) was used to align the 20 repetitions and generate a 

master cluster of each K. Finally, the results were visualized with STRUCTURE PLOT 

V2.0 (Ramasamy et al., 2014). 

2.1.4 HD SNP genotyping array analysis 

2.1.4.1 Selection and data quality control of HD SNP genotyping array 

The samples in this study were genotyped using the Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping 

Array (90K Affymetrix; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Wilmington, DE) (Iamartino et al., 

2017), which provided about 90,000 common and rare markers. This array was the only 

commercially available high-density buffalo genotyping tool. The genome of one 

Mediterranean female buffalo was assembled at >100x genome sequence coverage. 

Sequence contigs and paired-end reads were aligned from 86 other buffaloes 

representing eight breeds (Italian Mediterranean, Murrah, NiliRavi, Jaffarabadi, Kundhi, 

Aza-Kheli, Egyptiana, and Swamp type from Philippines) and two subspecies, including 

river and swamp types. Iamartino et al. (2017) indicated that there were sufficient 

polymorphic loci (about 24K) in this array to explore the diversity of the swamp buffalo, 

but creation of a revised SNP set specific for the swamp buffalo was advised.  
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There were 75,079 SNPs with call rate >97% in the raw data. After removing 

monomorphic SNPs, there were 21,296 SNPs remained. Further deleting SNPs on sex 

chromosomes to avoid the effect of gender and SNPs on unknown chromosome position, 

there were 19,201 SNPs left. The quality of the data set was checked using R 4.1.3 (R 

Core Team, 2022) and RStudio 2022.2.0.443 (RStudio Team, 2022). The “new” 

function of the adegenet package 2.1.8 (Jombart, 2008; Jombart and Ahmed, 2011) was 

used to convert the raw data to a “genlight” object. With dartR package 2.0.4 (Gruber et 

al., 2018), the “gl.report.callrate” function was used to confirm individual call rate 

>96%, the “gl.filter.maf” function was used to delete SNPs with minor allele frequency

<0.05, and the “gl.filter.hwe” function was used to remove SNPs that significantly 

deviated from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (P < 10-6). At last, there were 14,456 SNPs 

remained for further analysis. 

The annotation of the SNPs in this array was based on the genome assembly 

UOA_WB_1, which was for the Mediterranean river buffalo. As a result, it should be 

noticed that the actual chromosomal position of the SNPs in this array in the Taiwan 

swamp buffalo should be different. The chromosomal difference between river and 

swamp buffalo could be referred to Figure 1. 

2.1.4.2 Statistical analysis 

The statistical analysis of the 14,456 SNPs detected from the HD SNP genotyping 

array was performed using R 4.1.3 (R Core Team, 2022) and RStudio 2022.2.0.443 

(RStudio Team, 2022). With the dartR package 2.0.4 (Gruber et al., 2018), Ho, He, and

FIS were calculated using the “gl.He” function, the “gl.Ho” function, and the 

“gl.basic.stats” function, respectively. Next, the He values were used to calculate Ne. 

PIC was adopted from the information automatically calculated in the “genlight” file 
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(genlight@other$loc.metrics$AvgPIC). Histograms were drawn with the “hist” function 

in the graphics package 4.2.2 (R Core Team, 2022) to visualize the data, and the 

descriptive statistics were performed using the “summary” function in the base package 

4.2.2 (R Core Team, 2022). 

The “gl2gi” function in dartR package 2.0.4 (Gruber et al., 2018) was used to 

convert a “genlight” object to “genind” object. The “aboot” function in the poppr 

package 2.9.3 (Kamvar et al., 2014; 2015) was used to calculate Nei's genetic distance 

(Nei, 1972; 1978) and construct a NJ (Saitou and Nei, 1987) tree with a bootstrap 

(Felsenstein, 1985) test of 1,000 replicates. In addition, the “as.treedata” function in the 

treeio package 1.16.2 (Wang et al., 2019) was used to convert a tree object to “treedata” 

object, and the ggtree package 3.0.4 (Yu et al., 2017; 2018; Yu, 2020) was used to draw 

another tree layout with the daylight method. 

To investigate the population structure and the degree of admixture, 

fastSTRUCTURE 1.0 software (Raj et al., 2014) designed for large SNP datasets was 

used. Clusters (K) ranging from two to six were tested. It was run with the default 

convergence criterion of 10−6, a logistic prior, and 20 of test sets for cross-validation. 

The built-in “chooseK.py” function was used to determine the most likely cluster 

number (K), and K ranging from two to eight were tested. Finally, the results were 

visualized with STRUCTURE PLOT V2.0 (Ramasamy et al., 2014). 
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2.2 Coat color gene analysis of Taiwan swamp buffalo 

2.2.1 Genome-wide association study (GWAS) 

The GWAS was performed on 78 gray and 16 white Taiwan swamp buffaloes in 

HAPS using the 14,456 SNPs from the 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping Array after 

quality control mentioned in (2.1.4.1) to investigate SNPs associated with buffalo coat 

color. With the parameter “--fisher” in PLINK 1.9 (Purcell et al., 2007), a standard 

case/control association analysis using Fisher's exact test to generate significance was 

performed. The parameter “--r2” in PLINK 1.9 (Purcell et al., 2007) was used to 

measure the pairwise linkage disequilibrium (LD) for multiple SNPs (genome-wide). 

The Manhattan Plot was drawn by qqman R package 0.1.8 (Turner, 2014; 2018). 

2.2.2 ASIP genotyping 

Liang et al. (2021) pointed out that the LINE-1 insertion in the ASIP gene of white 

swamp buffalo may be the cause of the white coat color. According to Liang et al. 

(2021), two pairs of primers (Table 3) were designed based on the assembled white 

buffalo-specific ASIP sequence to detect LINE-1 insertion. Five gray Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes and 15 white Taiwan swamp buffaloes from Hualien Animal Propagation 

Station were genotyped. PCR, electrophoresis and Sanger sequencing were performed.  

The PCR was performed on Veriti®  96-well Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems, 

Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). It was set up in a final volume of 25 µL containing 

12.5 µL of 2x Phanta Max Master Mix (Vazyme Biotech, Nanjing, China), 9.5 µL of 

ddH2O, 5 pmol of each primer (forward and reverse primers in Table 3), and 50-100 ng 

of gDNA. PCR conditions were: 94°C for 5 minutes followed by 35 cycles of 94°C for 
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30 seconds, 60°C for 1 minute, and 72°C for 1 minute, and the final extension for 

7 minutes at 72°C. Electrophoresis in 1.5% agarose gel was used to visualize the PCR 

products. The gel was stained in ethidium bromide for 15 minutes, soaked in ddH2O for 

15 minutes, and then the bands on the gel were visualized upon illumination with UV 

light. 

The PCR products were also analyzed by Sanger sequencing (Sanger and Coulson, 

1975; Crossley et al., 2020). The sequencing results were analyzed by Chromas 2.6.6 

software (Technelysium Pty Ltd, South Brisbane, QLD, Australia). 

Table 3. Primers designed for genotyping of the LINE-1 insertion in the ASIP gene and 

for the MC1R gene sequencing of the Taiwan swamp buffalo 

Primer pair Primer sequence (5’ → 3’)* 
Product size 

(bp) 

LINE-1 (Wild) 
F: TCGGAAACGACTAAAGTGAC 

R: CTCCAAAGATGATGTACTAATGAACAAT 
296 

LINE-1 (Mutation) 
F: TTGTGGAATTTACTCGACGTT 

R: AAAGATTACCCACAGAAGGA 
387 

MC1R11 
F: CTGAGAGCAAGCACCCTTTC 

R: AGGCACAGCAGTACGACCTT 
592 

MC1R22 
F: ACCAGCCTGCTCTTCATCAC 

R: CCTCTTTGTCAAGGGACTGC 
474 

*F: forward primer; R: reverse primer.
1MC1R1: the first fragment of melanocortin 1 receptor exon 1. 2MC1R2: the second

fragment of melanocortin 1 receptor exon 1.

2.2.3 MC1R sequencing 

According to da Cruz et al. (2020), two pairs of primers (Table 3) were designed to 

amplify the two overlapping fragments of the MC1R gene exon 1 in buffaloes by PCR. 

Twenty-seven gray Taiwan swamp buffaloes and 15 white Taiwan swamp buffaloes 

from HPAS were sequenced. 
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The PCR was performed on Veriti®  96-well Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems, 

Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). It was set up in a final volume of 25 µL containing 

12.5 µL of 2x Phanta Max Master Mix (Vazyme Biotech, Nanjing, China), 9.5 µL of 

ddH2O, 5 pmol of each primer (forward and reverse primers in Table 3), and 50-100 ng 

of gDNA or cDNA. PCR conditions were: 94°C for 5 minutes followed by 35 cycles of 

94°C for 30 seconds, 60°C for 1 minute, and 72°C for 1 minute, and the final extension 

for 7 minutes at 72°C. Electrophoresis in 1.5% agarose gel was used to visualize the 

PCR products. The gel was stained in ethidium bromide for 15 minutes, soaked in 

ddH2O for 15 minutes, and then the bands on the gel were visualized upon illumination 

with UV light. 

The PCR products were then analyzed by Sanger sequencing (Sanger and Coulson, 

1975; Crossley et al., 2020). The first fragment was sequenced for the forward primer, 

and the second fragment was sequenced for the reverse primer. The sequencing results 

were analyzed by MultAlin software (Corpet, 1988), Chromas 2.6.6 software 

(Technelysium Pty Ltd, South Brisbane, QLD, Australia), and EMBOSS Needle 

pairwise sequence alignment tool (Madeira et al., 2022). The Chi-square test (χ2) 

comparing genotype distribution and the Fisher’s exact test comparing allele frequency 

between gray and white Taiwan swamp buffaloes were performed by R 4.1.3 (R Core 

Team, 2022), RStudio 2022.2.0.443 (RStudio Team, 2022), and Microsoft Office Excel 

2019 (Microsoft Corporation, 2019). 

2.2.4 TaqMan™ SNP Genotyping Assay 

To verify the association between the MC1R c.901C>T and buffalo coat color and 

to genotype more samples efficiently, a custom TaqMan™ SNP Genotyping Assay was 
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designed to genotype buffalo MC1R c.901C>T using real-time PCR (quantitative PCR, 

qPCR). One hundred and fifteen gray Taiwan swamp buffaloes and 18 white Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes from Hualien Animal Propagation Station were genotyped. 

The qPCR was performed on StepOnePlusTM Real-Time PCR System (Applied 

Biosystems, Foster City, California, USA). It was set up in a total volume of 15 µL 

containing 7.5 µL of KAPA PROBE FAST qPCR Master Mix (2x) ABI Prism®  (Kapa 

Biosystems Ltd., London, UK), 6.125 µL of ddH2O, 0.375 µL of primer probe mix (40x 

custom TaqMan™ SNP Genotyping Assay), and 50-100 ng of gDNA. PCR conditions 

were: 60°C for 30 seconds, 95°C for 10 minutes followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 

15 seconds, 60°C for 1 minute. 

The results were analyzed by StepOne Software 2.3 (Applied Biosystems, Foster 

City, CA, USA). The Chi-square test (χ2) comparing genotype distribution and the 

Fisher’s exact test comparing allele frequency between gray and white Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes were performed by R 4.1.3 (R Core Team, 2022), RStudio 2022.2.0.443 

(RStudio Team, 2022), and Microsoft Office Excel 2019 (Microsoft Corporation, 2019). 

2.2.5 Amino acid substitution and protein function prediction 

EMBOSS Transeq (Rice et al., 2000; Goujon et al., 2010) was used to predict the 

amino acid substitution MC1R c.901C>T might cause. PredictSNP (Bendl et al., 2014) 

was used to predict the potential effect of the amino acid substitution on MC1R protein 

structure or function. 

2.2.6 Relative gene expression analysis 

The skin tissue used for relative gene expression analysis was as follows. The ear, 
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abdomen, and back skin samples (Figure 5) were collected from one adult (10 years old) 

white Taiwan swamp buffalo (Figure 6) from HAPS when it was slaughtered. On the 

other hand, the ear skin samples (Figure 7) were collected from two gray (brown) 

Taiwan swamp buffalo calves (three weeks old) and one white Taiwan swamp buffalo 

calf (three weeks old) (Figure 8) in HAPS when they were earmarked. 

Figure 5. The skin and the hair of the adult (10 years old) white Taiwan swamp buffalo 

from HAPS. (A) The ventral side ear, (B) the dorsal side ear, (C) the back, and 

(D) the abdomen skin tissue of the adult white Taiwan swamp buffalo from

HAPS analyzed in this study. 

Figure 6. The adult (10 years old) white Taiwan swamp buffalo from HAPS analyzed in 

this study. The photo was taken by courtesy of Pi-Hua Chuang, the director of 

HAPS. 
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Figure 7. The ear skin tissue of the gray (brown) and white Taiwan swamp buffalo 

calves (three weeks old) from HAPS. (A) The ventral side ear of a gray 

(brown) calf, (B) the dorsal side ear of a gray (brown) calf, (C) the ventral side 

ear of a white calf, and (D) the dorsal side ear of a white calf from HAPS 

analyzed in this study. 

Figure 8. The two gray (brown) Taiwan swamp buffalo calves (the left and the right 

ones) and one white Taiwan swamp buffalo calf (the middle one) from HAPS 

analyzed in this study. The calves were all three weeks old. 

For the skin tissue collected mentioned above, skin hairs were shaved and fatty 

tissue was trimmed. The dorsal side and the ventral side of the ear skin were separated. 

All the skin samples were cut into small pieces and immediately placed in liquid 

nitrogen. Every skin sample was pulverized in liquid nitrogen using mortar and pestle, 

and it was transferred into a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube with 1 mL 

GENEzolTM reagent (Geneaid Biotech Ltd., New Taipei City, Taiwan) to isolate the total 
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RNA. After incubating the sample for 10 minutes at room temperature, the liquid was 

transferred to a new 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube. Then, 200 μL of chloroform 

(Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO, USA) was added. The sample was mixed 

vigorously for 10 seconds by Vortex-Genie®  2 mixer (Scientific Industries, Bohemia, 

NY, USA) and then centrifuged at 14,000 ×  g for 15 minutes at 4°C with a High-Speed 

Microcentrifuge (ScanSpeed 1730MR, Labogene, Denmark). The supernatant was 

transferred into a new 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube. Next, one volume of isopropanol 

(Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO, USA) to the supernatant was added, and the tube 

was inverted several times to mix well. After incubating the sample for 10 minutes at 

room temperature, the sample was centrifuged at 14,000 ×  g for 15 minutes at 4°C. The 

supernatant was removed, the RNA pellet was washed with 1 mL of 75% ethanol, and 

the tube was inverted several times. The washing step was repeated once again: the 

sample was centrifuged at 14,000 ×  g for 5 minutes at 4°C, the supernatant was 

discarded, the RNA pellet was washed with 1 mL of 75% ethanol, and the tube was 

inverted several times. After centrifuging the sample at 14,000 ×  g for 5 minutes at 4°C, 

the supernatant was removed carefully using a pipette, and the RNA pellet was dried 

with the tube inverted at room temperature for 5-10 minutes. 

The air-dried RNA pellet was resuspended in 20 μL of DEPC H2O. The sample 

was incubated at 57°C for 10 minutes to dissolve the RNA pellet. The RNA solution 

(1.0 μL) was used to evaluate RNA purity and concentration by NanoDrop®  ND-1000 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MD, USA). RNA integrity was assessed by 1.0% 

agarose gel electrophoresis. The gel was stained in ethidium bromide for 15 minutes, 

soaked in ddH2O for 15 minutes, and then the bands on the gel were visualized upon 
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illumination with UV light. The RNA samples were stored at -80°C for subsequent 

applications. 

Reverse transcription was done using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse 

Transcription Kit with RNase Inhibitor (product number: 4374966) (Applied 

Biosystems, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The 2X RT master 

mix was prepared in a total volume of 10 µL containing 2 µL of 10X RT Buffer, 0.8 µL 

of 25X dNTP Mix (100 mM), 2 µL of 10X RT Random Primers, 1 µL of MultiScribe™ 

Reverse Transcriptase, 1 µL of RNase Inhibitor, and 3.2 µL of DEPC H2O. The cDNA 

reverse transcription reaction was set up in a final volume of 20 µL containing 10 µL of 

2X RT master mix and 10 µL of RNA sample. The PCR was performed on Veriti®  

96-well Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). PCR

conditions were: 25°C for 10 minutes, 37°C for 120 minutes, and 85°C for 5 minutes. 

The cDNA samples were stored at -20°C for subsequent applications. 

Gene expression was analyzed by qPCR. The primers of the target genes (MC1R, 

ASIP, MITF, TYR, TYRP1, and DCT) (Table 4) were designed using NCBI 

Primer-BLAST online software (Ye et al., 2012). The 18S rRNA was used as the 

endogenous reference gene, and the primer pairs (Table 4) were designed based on 

Liang et al. (2021). Primer efficiency tests were performed to ensure the qPCR primers 

were comparable. 
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Table 4. Primers designed for gene expression analysis of the MC1R, ASIP, MITF, TYR, 

TYRP1, DCT, and 18s rRNA gene by qPCR in this study 

Primer pair Primer sequence (5’ → 3’)* Product size (bp) 

MC1Ra,1 
F: CCCTGATTTGCAGTGAAAGAGTCC 

R: TCACCGTCACAGGCATGAGG 
198 

ASIPa,2 
F: CAAGCCCTCGGTGCCTAGAT 

R: TTACAAAGCATGGGCAGTGGC 
151 

MITFa,3 
F: GCCTGTGTGTTTCATGCTGG 

R: AGGGCACGGCAACTTCATTA 
180 

TYRa,4 
F: AGCAGGAGCACAGGCAAACA 

R: GCAGTTCCTCCATCCCAGGAC 
188 

TYRP1a,5 
F: CTCCAGACAACCTGGGCTAT 

R: TCATAGTGGAAAGCTGTGGGT 
152 

DCTa,6 
F: GGGACTGTTGGATGACTCTTGT 

R: GCCATCCATCTGTGGCTACT 
162 

18s rRNAb 
F: GATGGGCGGCGGAAAATTG 

R: TCCTCAACACCACATGAGCA 
107 

*F: forward primer; R: reverse primer.
aYe et al. (2012) bLiang et al. (2021)
1MC1R: melanocortin 1 receptor. 2ASIP: agouti signaling protein. 3MITF: melanocyte

inducing transcription factor. 4TYR: tyrosinase. 5TYRP1: tyrosinase related protein 1.
6DCT: dopachrome tautomerase.

The qPCR was performed on StepOnePlusTM Real-Time PCR System (Applied 

Biosystems, Foster City, California, USA) using the PowerUpTM SYBRTM Green Master 

Mix Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California, USA). It was set up in a total 

volume of 20 µL containing 10 µL of 2X PowerUpTM SYBRTM Green Master Mix, 4.2 

µL of ddH2O, 0.4 µL of each primer (10 µM), and 5 µL of cDNA. PCR conditions were: 

50°C for 2 minutes, 95°C for 10 minutes followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 seconds 

and 60°C for 1 minute. Each qPCR analysis was performed in triplicate. 

The results were analyzed by StepOne Software 2.3 (Applied Biosystems, Foster 

City, CA, USA). The relative gene expression levels were calculated using the 2−ΔΔCt 

method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001) by Microsoft Office Excel 2019 (Microsoft 

Corporation, 2019). 
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2.2.7 Histological examination and staining of the buffalo skin 

The skin samples analyzed for histological examination and staining were the same 

as the relative gene expression analysis (2.2.6). These specimens were fixed in formalin 

and embedded in paraffin. The samples were then sectioned and subjected to 

Fontana-Masson (FM) staining using the Fontana-Masson stain Kit (ScyTek Lab., 

Logan, UT, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The FM stain was used 

to detect melanin granules. The melanin was stained black, the nuclei was stained 

pink-red, and the cytoplasm was stained pale pink. The steps were as follows. Sections 

were deparaffinized and hydrated in ddH2O. Slide was incubated in Fontana Silver 

Nitrate Solution at 56℃ for 1 hour, and then rinsed by ddH2O several times. Slide was 

toned in Gold Chloride Solution (0.2%) at room temperature for 5-10 minutes, and then 

rinsed by ddH2O several times. Slide was incubated in Sodium Thiosulfate Solution 

(5%) at room temperature for 2 minutes, and then rinsed by ddH2O several times. Slide 

was counterstained with Nuclear Fast Red Solution for 5minutes, and then rinsed by 

ddH2O for 1 minute. Lastly, slide was dehydrated, cleared and covered by a coverslip. 
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Chapter 3 Results 

3.1 Population genetic structure analysis of Taiwan swamp 

buffalo 

3.1.1 Microsatellite markers analysis results 

3.1.1.1 Na and Ne results based on microsatellite markers 

In this experiment, there were originally 132 Taiwan swamp buffaloes from HAPS 

analyzed by 15 microsatellite markers to estimate their population genetic structure. 

However, in order to compare with the results of 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping 

Array, which is a 96-array plate, data of 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes (78 gray and 16 

white Taiwan swamp buffaloes) from HAPS which were analyzed by both the 15 

microsatellite markers and 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping Array was used for further 

analysis. The sample size of gray and white Taiwan swamp buffalo in different 

experiments in this study was summarized in Appendix table 1. The information 

including its father, mother, sex, and coat color of the 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes 

analyzed in this study was in Appendix table 2.  

The results showed that the marker, ETH10, had no polymorphism, so only the 

other 14 polymorphic microsatellite markers were used for further analysis in this study. 

The 14 microsatellite markers detected 60 alleles, and the detailed detected fragment 

size of all 15 microsatellite markers among 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes was in 

Appendix table 3. The range of observed fragment size by the 14 microsatellite markers 

was listed in Table 5. Among the 14 microsatellite markers, the smallest range of 

observed fragment size was obtained by CSSM061 (105-119 bp), and the largest range 
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of observed fragment size was obtained by BM1818 (253-270 bp). Compared with the 

range of expected fragment size listed in Table 2, the observed fragment size of 12 

microsatellite markers (ILSTS058, INRA128, CSSM022, INRA005, ILSTS059, ETH152, 

BM1818, ILSTS033, ILSTS029, BM1824, CSSM061, and TGLA159) was consistent with 

past literature (Tantia et al., 2006; Greyling et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008b; FAO, 2011; 

Hussain et al., 2017), and the other two microsatellite markers, CSSM046 (Zhang et al., 

2008b; FAO, 2011) and CSSM008 (Tantia et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008b; FAO, 2011), 

detected fragments exceeding the range of the expected fragment size. The fragment 

detected by CSSM046 exceeding expected fragment size was 148 bp, accounting for 

48.94% of all observed fragments. The fragment detected by CSSM008 exceeding 

expected fragment size was 177 bp, accounting for 33.87% of all observed fragments. 

The range of the Na among the 14 microsatellite markers was from 2 to 6. The 

lowest Na was two observed by ILSTS033 and ILSTS029. The highest Na was six 

detected by ILSTS058, INRA005 and BM1824. The average Na among the 14 

microsatellite markers was 4.3. The range of the Ne among the 14 microsatellite 

markers was from 1.214 to 4.856. The lowest Ne was 1.214 detected by ILSTS029. The 

highest Ne was 4.856 detected by INRA005. The average Ne among the 14 

microsatellite markers was 2.620. 

To avoid the effect of the null alleles on the results of the population genetic 

analysis, which is further explained in 3.1.1.3, the mean of the genetic parameters 

without two markers (CSSM022 and CSSM046) were also calculated as Meanb in Table 5. 

After removing the two markers, the average Na and Ne values increased from 4.3 and 

2.620 to 4.4 and 2.678, respectively. 
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3.1.1.2 Ho, He, and PIC results based on microsatellite markers 

Among the 14 microsatellite markers, the range of the Ho was from 0.160 to 0.915, 

and the range of the He was from 0.177 to 0.794. INRA005 had the highest Ho (0.915) 

and He (0.794), while CSSM046 had the lowest Ho (0.160), and ILSTS029 had the 

lowest He (0.177). The average Ho and He among the 14 microsatellite markers were 

0.525 and 0.577, respectively. The Ho of CSSM022 (0.183), ILSTS029 (0.196), and 

CSSM046 (0.160) were less than 0.2. The Ho of ILSTS033 was 0.456, and the other 10 

microsatellite markers had Ho greater than 0.5. The He of ILSTS029 was less than 0.2. 

The He of CSSM022 and ILSTS033 were 0.497 and 0.473, respectively, and the other 11 

microsatellite markers had He greater than 0.5 (Table 5). 

Among the 14 microsatellite markers, the range of the PIC was from 0.161 to 

0.764. INRA005 had the highest PIC (0.764), while ILSTS029 had the lowest PIC 

(0.161). The average PIC among the 14 microsatellite markers was 0.514. The PIC of 

ILSTS029 (0.161) was less than 0.25. The PIC of INRA128 (0.434), CSSM022 (0.423), 

ILSTS033 (0.362), and CSSM008 (0.459) were between 0.25 and 0.5. The other nine 

microsatellite markers had PIC greater than 0.5 (Table 5). 

The average Ho (0.525), He (0.577), and PIC (0.514) obtained from the 14 

microsatellite markers were all greater than 0.5, indicating that with the 14 

microsatellite markers in this study, high polymorphism among the 94 Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes in HAPS could be detected. After removing the two markers (CSSM022 and 

CSSM046) which might have null alleles, the average Ho, He and PIC values detected 

by the remaining 12 microsatellite markers increased from 0.525, 0.577, and 0.514 to 

0.584, 0.581, and 0.521, respectively (Table 5). The overall genetic polymorphism of 

the 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes from HAPS became higher, which indicated that the 
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existence of null alleles should affect the accuracy of genetic diversity analysis and 

decrease the values of genetic polymorphism. 

3.1.1.3 FIS, exact test of HWE, and null allele frequency results based on 

microsatellite markers 

Among the 14 microsatellite markers, the range of the FIS was from -0.147 to 

0.740. CSSM046 had the highest FIS (0.740), while INRA005 had the lowest FIS (-0.147). 

The average FIS among the 14 microsatellite markers was 0.092. The FIS of 7 

microsatellite markers were negative, while the other seven microsatellite markers had 

positive FIS (Table 5). A positive value of FIS indicates a higher proportion of 

homozygotes, which means a higher possibility of inbreeding (Zhang et al., 2007). 

Although the average FIS among the 14 microsatellite markers was positive (0.092), the 

value was close to zero. Thus, the degree of inbreeding among the 94 Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes from HAPS should not be serious. Moreover, after removing the two markers 

(CSSM022 and CSSM046) which might have null alleles, the average FIS value 

decreased from 0.092 to -0.008. The degree of inbreeding among the 94 Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes from HAPS became lower, which again indicated that the existence of null 

alleles should decrease the genetic polymorphism in the study.

Among the 14 microsatellite markers, three microsatellite markers (CSSM022, 

BM1824, and CSSM046) were significantly deviated from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium 

(P < 0.01) (Table 5). However, the disequilibrium due to heterozygote deficiency might 

be affected by the existence of the null alleles (Zhang et al., 2007; Carlsson, 2008; 

Berthouly et al., 2010; Wen et al., 2013). Among the three microsatellite markers that 

were deviated from HWE, CSSM022 and CSSM046 had high null allele frequency 

(0.462 and 0.584, respectively) and heterozygote deficiency (Ho = 0.183 and 0.160, 
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respectively). As for BM1824, it had low null allele frequency (0.098) and high Ho 

(0.617), so it was not removed for further analysis. The reason why BM1824 was 

deviated from HWE might be contributed to the artificial selection in HAPS. 

The average null allele frequency of the 14 microsatellite markers was 0.089. The 

null allele frequency of CSSM022 (0.462) and CSSM046 (0.584) were high. The null 

allele frequency of BM1824 (0.098) and CSSM061 (0.103) were less than 0.2. The other 

10 microsatellite markers had no null allele frequency (Table 5). The average null allele 

frequency (0.089) of the 14 microsatellite markers was lower than 0.2, which was 

acceptable in the population genetic analysis (Wen et al., 2013). Nevertheless, the null 

allele frequency of CSSM022 (0.462) and CSSM046 (0.584) were higher than 0.2. These 

two microsatellite markers were at the same time significantly deviated from 

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (P < 0.01) and had heterozygote deficiency, which 

suggested a higher possibility of the existence of null alleles (Zhang et al., 2007; 

Carlsson, 2008; Berthouly et al., 2010; Wen et al., 2013). To avoid the effect of the null 

alleles on the results of the population genetic analysis, the mean of the genetic 

parameters without these two markers were calculated as Meanb in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Analysis of genetic polymorphism of 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes based on 14 

microsatellite markers in this study 

Locus 

Observed 

fragment 

size (bp) 

Na Ne Ho He PIC FIS 
Null allele 

frequency 

Exact 

test of 

HWE 

ILSTS058 128-147 6 3.055 0.692 0.673 0.622 -0.023 0.000 NS 

INRA128 162-171 5 2.169 0.553 0.539 0.434 -0.021 0.000 NS 

CSSM022 203-209 4 1.986 0.183 0.497 0.423 0.635 0.462 ** 

INRA005 116-132 6 4.856 0.915 0.794 0.764 -0.147 0.000 NS 

ILSTS059 158-164 3 2.673 0.628 0.626 0.547 0.003 0.000 NS 

ETH152 190-215 5 2.372 0.649 0.578 0.534 -0.117 0.000 NS 

BM1818 253-270 4 2.335 0.620 0.572 0.511 -0.078 0.000 NS 

ILSTS033 148-150 2 1.897 0.456 0.473 0.362 0.042 0.000 NS 

ILSTS029 155-159 2 1.214 0.196 0.177 0.161 -0.103 0.000 NS 

BM1824 179-192 6 4.027 0.617 0.752 0.717 0.184 0.098 ** 

CSSM061 105-119 4 2.888 0.532 0.654 0.582 0.192 0.103 NS 

CSSM046 148-154 3 2.548 0.160 0.608 0.528 0.740 0.584 ** 

CSSM008 177-187 5 2.172 0.570 0.540 0.459 -0.051 0.000 NS 

TGLA159 222-235 5 2.481 0.585 0.597 0.558 0.025 0.000 NS 

Meana - 4.3 2.620 0.525 0.577 0.514 0.092 0.089 - 

Meanb - 4.4 2.678 0.584 0.581 0.521 -0.008 0.017 - 

Na: Number of observed alleles; Ne: Number of effective alleles; Ho: Observed 

heterozygosity; He: Expected heterozygosity; PIC: Polymorphic information content; 

FIS: Wright’s inbreeding coefficient; HWE: Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, NS: not 

significant 

** Significant (P < 0.01) departure from the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.  

Meana: Mean values for the 14 microsatellite markers; Meanb: Mean values for the 12 

microsatellite markers (removing CSSM022 and CSSM046). 
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3.1.1.4 Phylogenetic tree results based on microsatellite markers 

The neighbor-joining tree with a bootstrap test of 1,000 replicates of the 94 Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes based on 14 microsatellite markers was in Figure 9 and Figure 10. The 

two trees were basically the same but with different layouts. The radial form of the 

neighbor-joining tree was in Figure 9, and it showed a more clearly picture of the 

clustering of the 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes but without bootstrap values on the nodes. 

Figure 10 showed the rectangular layout with numbers on the nodes indicating the 

percentage bootstrap values generated from 1,000 times of resampling. By labeling the 

fathers of the individuals with different color according to the pedigree data, the 

accuracy and the similarities of the phylogenetic trees drawn with different methods 

could be observed more clearly.  

The phylogenetic tree based on 14 microsatellite markers showed that 94 Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes could be divided into three subpopulations by the node marked with a 

red circle, and the three clusters were framed by the green, blue, and red dotted-line 

frames (Figure 9 and Figure 10). The clustering could be observed more obviously in 

Figure 9. The “W” marked with red circle in the ID of the 16 white Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes highlighted the white buffaloes. However, the phylogenetic tree based on 14 

microsatellite markers showed that not all of the 16 white Taiwan swamp buffaloes were 

grouped into the same subpopulation. Four white Taiwan swamp buffaloes (W644, 

W701, W641, and W464) were clustered into the green-framed subpopulation, while the 

other 12 white Taiwan swamp buffaloes were clustered into the red-framed 

subpopulation. According to the pedigree, the father of W644 and W641 was both “526”, 

but they were not clustered into the same subgroup (red-framed) with other white 

swamp buffaloes whose father was also “526”. Instead, W644 and W641 were clustered 
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into the green-framed subpopulation with other gray swamp buffaloes whose father was 

“300”. On the other hand, the father of W701 and W464 was both “455”. No other 

white swamp buffaloes’ father was “455”, but W701 and W464 were not clustered into 

the subgroups (red-framed and blue-framed) as other gray swamp buffaloes whose 

father was also “455”. Thus, the accuracy of the clustering results of these four white 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes (W644, W701, W641, and W464) might be questioned. 

In addition, the robustness of the phylogenetic tree based on 14 microsatellite 

markers might be low according to the low bootstrap support (mostly below 50%) on 

the nodes of the tree (Figure 10). There were in total 91 bootstrap values in the tree, 

ranging from 0 to 92.6, and the average bootstrap value was 15.09. Low bootstrap 

values indicated that the grouping was unstable and no clustering was observed at a 

significantly high frequency. The reason might be that the individuals estimated are very 

closely related and there were short internal branches in the tree (Kamara et al., 2007). 

In addition, it was also inferred that the low bootstrap values meant that the clustering 

was sensitive to the combinations of genotypes that were evaluated, and when more 

data is included, the grouping results might alter (de Oliveira et al., 2010). 
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Figure 9. The neighbor-joining tree (daylight method) based on the 14 microsatellite 

markers for the population of the 94 Taiwan buffaloes from HAPS in this study. 

The labels of the 94 Taiwan buffalo individuals represent the information as 

follows. The first letter represents its coat color (gray: G, white: W), and the 

second letter represents its gender (male: M, female: F). The first number 

represents its ID, the second number represents its father’s ID, and the last 

number represents its mother’s ID. “NA” means that there was a lack of the 

record. The color on the labels corresponds to the ID of sire (red: 400, pink: 

531, yellow: 455, green: 300, dark blue:200, light blue:5, purple: 526, brown: 
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588). “W” marked with red circle represents the white buffalo. Three 

subpopulations were identified by the node marked with a red circle, and the 

three clusters were framed by the green, blue, and red dotted-line frames. The 

bar at the middle right of the figure provides a scale for the length of branch 

that represents an amount of genetic distance of 0.01. 

Figure 10. The neighbor-joining tree (rectangular layout) based on the 14 microsatellite 
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markers for the population of the 94 Taiwan buffaloes from HAPS in this study. 

The numbers on the nodes indicate the percentage bootstrap values generated 

from 1,000 times of resampling. The labels of the 94 Taiwan buffalo 

individuals and the footnotes were as in Figure 9. 

3.1.1.5 STRUCTURE results based on microsatellite markers 

The plots of STRUCTURE cluster analysis (K = 2 to 6) based on 14 microsatellite 

markers were presented in Figure 11A. The results showed that when K was two or 

three, the 16 white swamp buffaloes were all classified into the same cluster. When K 

was four, two white swamp buffaloes (W789 and W799) were divided into a different 

cluster from other 14 white swamp buffaloes. When K was five or six, one white swamp 

buffalo (W464) was further assigned into a third cluster.  

The results of Evanno method showed that the most optimal K value was three 

(Figure 11B), indicating that the 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes could be divided into three 

subpopulations based on the 14 microsatellite markers. Furthermore, white swamp 

buffaloes were all clustered into one subpopulation, whereas other gray swamp 

buffaloes could be differentiated into two subpopulations. 
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(A) 

(B) 

Figure 11. STRUCTURE analysis based on the 14 microsatellite markers for the 

population of the 94 Taiwan buffaloes from HAPS in this study. (A) The 
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STRUCTURE cluster analysis plot (K = 2 to 6). The K value (K = 2 to 6) is 

the number of clusters assumed in the analysis, and different colors correspond 

to different clusters. The horizontal axis shows individuals, and each bar 

represents one individual. The vertical axis shows the proportion of different 

clusters an individual stand for. The red frame indicates 16 white swamp 

buffaloes. (B) The ΔK values at different K values calculated by the method of 

Evanno. When K was three, 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes were clearly grouped 

into three clusters. 

3.1.2 HD SNP genotyping array analysis results 

3.1.2.1 Na and Ne results based on HD SNP genotyping array 

In this experiment, 14,456 SNPs from the 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping Array 

after quality control in 2.1.4 were used to analyze population genetic structure of the 94 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes (78 gray and 16 white Taiwan swamp buffaloes) from HAPS, 

which were also analyzed by 15 microsatellite markers, in this study. The results 

showed that the SNPs all had two observed alleles (Na = 2), and the average Ne was 

1.616. Ne among the 14,456 SNPs ranged from 1.112 to 2.000 (Table 6). The 

distribution of the 14,456 SNPs for Ne was visualized in Figure 12A.  

3.1.2.2 Ho, He, and PIC results based on HD SNP genotyping array 

Among the 14,456 SNPs, the average Ho was 0.372, ranging from 0.021 to 0.691 

(Table 6). Ho of 4,478 (64+1,904+2,510) (30.98%) SNPs were less than 0.3. Ho of 

7,527 (2,912+4,615) (52.07%) SNPs were between 0.3 and 0.5. Ho of 2,451 (2,301+150) 

(16.95%) SNPs were greater than 0.5 (Figure 12B). 

Among the 14,456 SNPs, the average He was 0.360, ranging from 0.101 to 0.500 

(Table 6). He of 4,583 (2,164+2,419) (31.70%) SNPs were less than 0.3. He of 9,873 
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(2,966+6,907) (68.30%) SNPs were between 0.3 and 0.5 (Figure 12C). 

Among the 14,456 SNPs, the average PIC was 0.282, ranging from 0.095 to 0.463 

(Table 6). PIC of 4,619 (147+2,591+1,881) (31.95%) SNPs were less than 0.25. PIC of 

9,837 (2,528+7,029+280) (68.05%) SNPs were between 0.25 and 0.5 (Figure 12D). 

3.1.2.3 FIS and exact test of HWE based on HD SNP genotyping array 

Among the 14,456 SNPs, the average FIS was -0.029, ranging from -0.436 to 0.791 

(Table 6). FIS of 9,325 (2+35+496+3,180+5,612) (64.51%) SNPs were less than or 

equal to zero. FIS of 5,131 (3,476+1,302+265+60+19+7+2) (35.49%) SNPs were 

positive (Figure 12E).  

Among the 14,456 SNPs, 638 (4.4%) SNPs were significantly deviated from 

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (P < 0.05) (Figure 12F). The average P-value of 14,456 

SNPs was 0.587 (Table 6). 

Table 6. Analysis of the genetic polymorphism of the 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes from 

HAPS based on the 14,456 SNPs from the 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping 

Array 

Na Ne Ho He PIC FIS 
HWE test 

P-value

Min 2 1.112 0.021 0.101 0.095 -0.436 0.0000012 

Max 2 2.000 0.691 0.500 0.462 0.791 1.000 

Mean 2 1.616 0.372 0.360 0.282 -0.029 0.587 

Na: Number of observed alleles; Ne: Number of effective alleles; Ho: Observed 

heterozygosity; He: Expected heterozygosity; PIC: Polymorphic information content; 

FIS: Wright’s inbreeding coefficient; HWE: Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. 
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Figure 12. Distribution of the 14,456 SNPs for the genetic parameters among the 94 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes from HAPS. (A) Ne, (B) Ho, (C) He, (D) PIC, (E) 

FIS, and (F) P-value of HWE test. Ne: Number of effective alleles; Ho: 

Observed heterozygosity; He: Expected heterozygosity; PIC: Polymorphic 

information content; FIS: Wright’s inbreeding coefficient; HWE: Hardy- 

Weinberg equilibrium. P < 0.05 departure from the HWE. 

3.1.2.4 Phylogenetic tree results based on HD SNP genotyping array 

The neighbor-joining tree with a bootstrap test of 1,000 replicates of the 94 Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes based on 14,456 SNPs from the 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping 

Array after quality control in 2.1.4 was in Figure 13 and Figure 14. The two trees were 

basically the same but with different layouts. The radial form of the neighbor-joining 

tree was in Figure 13, and it showed a more clearly picture of the clustering of the 94 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes but without bootstrap values on the nodes. Figure 14 showed 
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the rectangular layout with numbers on the nodes indicating the percentage bootstrap 

values generated from 1,000 times of resampling. By labeling the fathers of the 

individuals with different color according to the pedigree data, the accuracy and the 

similarities of the phylogenetic trees drawn with different methods could be observed 

more clearly.  

The phylogenetic tree based on 14,456 SNPs from the 90K Axiom®  Buffalo 

Genotyping Array showed that 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes could be divided into three 

subpopulations by the two nodes marked with red circles, and the three clusters were 

framed by the green, blue, and red dotted-line frames (Figure 13 and Figure 14). The 

clustering could be observed more obviously in Figure 13. The “W” marked with red 

circle in the ID of the 16 white Taiwan swamp buffaloes highlighted the white buffaloes. 

All of the 16 white swamp buffaloes were clustered into the red-framed subpopulation 

in the phylogenetic tree based on the 14,456 SNPs from the 90K Axiom®  Buffalo 

Genotyping Array, which was more reasonable and in accordance with the pedigree 

compared with the tree based on 14 microsatellite markers.  

Moreover, the robustness of the phylogenetic tree based on the 14,456 SNPs from 

the 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping Array was higher according to the high bootstrap 

support on the nodes of the tree (Figure 14). There were in total 91 bootstrap values in 

the tree, ranging from 4 to 100, and the average bootstrap value was 72.11. Many of the 

bootstrap values were between 99 to 100%, and only a few were lower than 50%. 
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Figure 13. The neighbor-joining tree (daylight method) based on the 14,456 SNPs for 

the population of the 94 Taiwan buffaloes from HAPS in this study. The labels 

of the 94 Taiwan buffalo individuals and the footnotes were as in Figure 9. 
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Figure 14. The neighbor-joining tree (rectangular layout) based on the 14,456 SNPs for 

the population of the 94 Taiwan buffaloes from HAPS in this study. The 

numbers on the nodes indicate the percentage bootstrap values generated from 

1,000 times of resampling. The labels of the 94 Taiwan buffalo individuals and 

the footnotes were as in Figure 9. 
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3.1.2.5 fastSTRUCTURE results based on HD SNP genotyping array 

The plots of fastSTRUCTURE cluster analysis (K = 2 to 6) based on 14,456 SNPs 

were presented in Figure 15. The results showed that when K was two or three, the 16 

white swamp buffaloes were all classified into the same cluster. When K was four, one 

white swamp buffalo (W464) was divided into a different cluster from other 15 white 

swamp buffaloes. When K was five, two white swamp buffaloes (W789 and W799) 

were further assigned into a third cluster. When K was six, two white swamp buffaloes 

(W507 and W61) were assigned into the third cluster the same as W789 and W799. 

The built-in chooseK.py function in fastSTRUCTURE outputs a range of 

reasonable values for model complexity (number of populations) appropriate for the 

dataset, but not a specific number for best K. It shows two K values: one represents 

model complexity that maximizes marginal likelihood, and another represents model 

components used to explain structure in data. When the test dataset for choices of K 

ranged from 2 to 6 in this study, the results of chooseK.py showed that K = 6 

maximized marginal likelihood, and K = 2 was used to explain structure in data. 

However, when K ranged from 2 to 7, the results showed that K = 7 maximized 

marginal likelihood, and K = 6 was used to explain structure in data. Similarly, when K 

ranged from 2 to 8, the results showed that K = 8 maximized marginal likelihood, and K 

= 6 was used to explain structure in data. As a result, it might be indicated that the most 

likely number of populations (K) based on the 14,456 SNPs was six. 
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Figure 15. The fastSTRUCTURE cluster analysis plot (K = 2 to 6) of the 94 Taiwan 

buffaloes based on the 14,456 SNPs. The K value is the number of clusters 

assumed in the analysis, and different colors correspond to different clusters. 

The horizontal axis shows individuals, and each bar represents one individual. 

The vertical axis shows the proportion of different clusters an individual stand 

for. The red frame indicates 16 white swamp buffaloes. 
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3.2 Coat color gene analysis of Taiwan swamp buffalo 

3.2.1 Genome-wide association study (GWAS) results 

The GWAS was performed on 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes (78 gray and 16 white 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes) in HAPS using the 14,456 SNPs from the 90K Axiom®  

Buffalo Genotyping Array after quality control in 2.1.4.1 to investigate SNPs associated 

with the white coat color of the Taiwan swamp buffalo. The Manhattan plot (Figure 16) 

visualized the results of the GWAS. The 17 most significant SNPs (P < 1 x 10-11) 

associated with the white coat color of the Taiwan swamp buffalo were identified and 

26 related genes were listed in Table 7. The heatmap showed the difference of 

genotypes of the 17 most significant SNPs among the 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes was 

in Appendix figure 1.  

However, none of the 17 SNPs or 26 genes has been reported to be associated with 

pigmentation before. Therefore, it was checked that if any well-known 

pigmentation-related genes (Table 8) were near the 17 significant SNPs in the GWAS 

results. It turned out that only the MC1R gene was located near the significant SNPs in 

the GWAS results. The two most significant SNPs, Affx-79526737 and Affx-79522943, 

in the GWAS (P < 1 x 10-17) were found to be located near the MC1R gene (Figure 17). 

The MC1R gene, also known as TUBB3, was located at chromosome 18 (NC_059174.1) 

14,365,823-14,378,088. Affx-79526737 was 985,604 nt upstream the MC1R gene, and 

Affx-79522943 was 1,730,340 nt downstream the MC1R gene. 

In addition, a GWAS hit was on chromosome 18. The Manhattan plot subset of 

chromosome 18 was in Figure 17. The two most significant SNPs marked with red 

frames (Affx-79526737 and Affx-79522943) were in linkage equilibrium (r2 = 0.98). 
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The other four SNPs marked with green frames (Affx-79541775, Affx-79555667, 

Affx-79562669, and Affx-79529804) were also in linkage equilibrium (r2 > 0.75).
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Figure 16. The Manhattan plot showing SNPs associated with the white coat color among 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes (16 white and 78 gray) 

based on the 14,456 SNPs from the 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping Array. The x-axis represents the SNP position on the 

chromosome in order (genome assembly: UOA_WB_1). The value on the y-axis represents the −log10 of the P-value of the GWAS. The 

dots represent the14,456 SNPs. The 17 most significant SNPs associated with the white coat color of the Taiwan swamp buffalo were 

above the red line (P < 1 x 10-11) and were annotated with the Affymetrix (Affy) SNP ID. A GWAS hit was on the chromosome 18 and 

was marked with a red frame.
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Table 7. The information of the top 17 SNPs and 26 related genes which are most 

significantly associated with coat color among Taiwan swamp buffaloes 

Affy SNP ID P-value Chr. Position* Allele Associated Gene† 

Affx-79526737 2.84E-18 18 16108428 T/C PHKB1, ABCC122 

Affx-79522943 9.78E-18 18 13380219 A/C ZFPM13 

Affx-79579524 8.20E-15 9 71679648 T/C COL23A14 

Affx-79541775 1.49E-14 18 31777934 A/G CDH85, CDH116 

Affx-79601400 1.68E-14 21 7172215 A/G CNOT107 

Affx-79573502 1.68E-14 21 7495311 A/G GLB18, CRTAP9 

Affx-79594659 3.03E-14 21 11934641 T/C SCN5A10, EXOG11 

Affx-79600953 5.38E-14 9 73420245 A/G COMMD1012 

Affx-79533424 2.26E-12 9 419413 A/G WDR3613, CAMK414 

Affx-79575502 2.27E-12 21 19364448 A/G GRM715 

Affx-79553544 2.56E-12 21 19269295 C/G GRM715 

Affx-79608025 2.62E-12 1 108315428 A/G LSAMP16, IGSF1117 

Affx-79563467 3.28E-12 3 74936894 T/C ACO118, LINGO219 

Affx-79558699 7.98E-12 10 78497363 A/G HDDC220, HEY221 

Affx-79545448 8.26E-12 21 4807661 A/G TGFBR222, RBMS323 

Affx-79592195 8.44E-12 22 13871627 A/G CTIF24 

Affx-79528536 8.96E-12 21 8896194 A/G ARPP2125, PDCD6IP26 

*Genome version is NDDB_SH_1, except for Affx-79558699, which can’t be found in

NDDB_SH_1. Genome version of Affx-79558699 position is UOA_WB_1.

†Netaffx annotation version: 35.r2.a2
1PHKB: Phosphorylase kinase regulatory subunit beta. 2ABCC12: ATP binding cassette

subfamily C member 12. 3ZFPM1: Zinc finger protein, FOG family member 1.
4COL23A1: Collagen type XXIII alpha 1 chain. 5CDH8: Cadherin 8. 6CDH11:

Cadherin 11. 7CNOT10: CCR4-NOT transcription complex subunit 10. 8GLB1:

Galactosidase beta 1. 9CRTAP: Cartilage associated protein. 10SCN5A: Sodium voltage

-gated channel alpha subunit 5. 11EXOG: Exo/endonuclease G. 12COMMD10: COMM

domain containing 10. 13WDR36: WD repeat domain 36. 14CAMK4: Calcium/

calmodulin dependent protein kinase IV. 15GRM7: Glutamate metabotropic receptor 7.
16LSAMP: Limbic system associated membrane protein. 17IGSF11: Immunoglobulin

superfamily member 11. 18ACO1: Aconitase 1. 19LINGO2: Leucine rich repeat and Ig

domain containing 2. 20HDDC2: HD domain containing 2. 21HEY2: Hes related family

bHLH transcription factor with YRPW motif 2. 22TGFBR2: Transforming growth factor

beta receptor 2. 23RBMS3: RNA binding motif single stranded interacting protein 3.
24CTIF: Cap binding complex dependent translation initiation factor. 25ARPP21: cAMP

regulated phosphoprotein 21. 26PDCD6IP: Programmed cell death 6 interacting

protein.
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Table 8. The location of the well-known pigmentation-related genes in the buffalo 

Gene 

symbol 
Gene description Chr. Position* Reference 

OCA2 

OCA2 

melanosomal 

transmembrane 

protein 

2 52640656..52958072 

Grønskov et al. (2007); 

Lao et al. (2007); Du et 

al. (2017) 

PAX3 paired box 3 2 162672501..162772751 
Pingault et al. (2010); 

Pausch et al. (2012) 

TYRP1 
tyrosinase 

related protein 1 
3 94297146..94313631 

Rieder et al. (2001); 

Guibert et al. (2004); 

Lao et al. (2007) 

SOX10 

SRY-box 

transcription 

factor 10 

4 10196777..10207847 

Stanchina et al. (2006); 

Murisier et al. (2007); 

Pingault et al. (2010) 

PMEL 
premelanosome 

protein 
4 63011426..63020226 

Schmutz and Dreger 

(2013); Knaust et al. 

(2020) 

KITLG KIT ligand 4 101849770..101907034 

Lao et al. (2007); 

Pausch et al. (2012); 

Weich et al. (2020) 

TYR tyrosinase 5 86853089..86963873 

Oetting (2000); Guibert 

et al. (2004); Damé et 

al. (2012) 

KIT 

KIT 

proto-oncogene, 

receptor tyrosine 

kinase 

7 47139439..47225867 
Haase et al. (2007); 

Holland et al. (2016) 

DCT 

(TYRP2) 

dopachrome 

tautomerase 

(tyrosinase 

related protein 2) 

13 20846553..20887813 
Guibert et al. (2004); 

Lao et al. (2007) 

EDNRB 
endothelin 

receptor type B 
13 36722487..36755472 

Stanchina et al. (2006); 

Pingault et al. (2010) 

ASIP 
agouti signaling 

protein 
14 19998890..20091365 

Hida et al. (2009); 

Liang et al. (2021); 

Kumari et al. (2023) 

EDN3 endothelin 3 14 26512071..26536911 
Stanchina et al. (2006); 

Pingault et al. (2010) 

MC1R 

(TUBB3) 

melanocortin 1 

receptor (tubulin 

beta 3 class III) 

18 14365823..14378088 

Miao et al. (2010); da 

Cruz et al. (2020); Ali 

et al. (2022) 

MITF 

melanocyte 

inducing 

transcription 

factor 

21 31544437..31775071 

Yajima et al. (2011); 

Yusnizar et al. (2015); 

Nguyen and Fisher 

(2019) 

*The information was referred to NCBI Bubalus bubalis Annotation Release 103
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(O'Leary et al., 2016) 

Figure 17. The location of the two most significant (P < 1 x 10-17) SNPs associated with 

the white coat color among 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes (16 white and 78 gray) 

in the GWAS results and the MC1R gene on the buffalo chromosome 18. The 

two SNPs (Affx-79526737 marked with red frame and Affx-79522943 marked 

with blue frame) were located near the MC1R gene, which is a well-known 

pigmentation-related gene. The figure was screenshot from the NCBI website. 

The reference sequence is NC_059174.1, and its definition is “Bubalus bubalis 

isolate 160015118507 breed Murrah chromosome 18, NDDB_SH_1, whole 

genome shotgun sequence”. 
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Figure 18. Manhattan plot subset of the chromosome 18 showing SNPs associated with 

the white coat color among 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes (16 white and 78 gray) 

based on the 14,456 SNPs from the 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping 

Array. The x-axis represents the SNP position on the chromosome in order. 

The value on the y-axis represents the −log10 of the P-value of the GWAS. The 

dots represent the14,456 SNPs. SNPs marked with red frames (Affx-79526737 

and Affx-79522943) were in linkage equilibrium (r2 = 0.98). SNPs marked 

with green frames (Affx-79541775, Affx-79555667, Affx-79562669, and 

Affx-79529804) were in linkage equilibrium (r2 > 0.75). 
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3.2.2 ASIP genotyping results 

Liang et al. (2021) pointed out that the LINE-1 insertion in the ASIP gene of white 

swamp buffalo may be the cause of the white coat color. However, the GWAS results in 

this study did not identify the ASIP gene to be associated with the white coat color of 

the Taiwan swamp buffalo. In order to verify whether the LINE-1 insertion existed in 

the ASIP gene of the white Taiwan swamp buffalo, 15 white Taiwan swamp buffaloes 

from HAPS of which gDNA stock was available and five wild-type gray Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes randomly selected from the gDNA stock of the 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes 

were genotyped for the LINE-1 insertion in the ASIP gene using the allele-specific PCR 

(Table 3). The 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis results (Figure 19) showed that 5 gray 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes (G1~G5) and 14 white Taiwan swamp buffaloes (W1~W15, 

except for W4) had wild-type alleles (296 bp). There was neither wild-type nor 

mutant-type band in one white Taiwan swamp buffalo (W4) maybe because of its low 

gDNA quality and quantity. No mutant allele indicating the existence of the LINE-1 

insertion in the ASIP gene was found in any gray or white Taiwan swamp buffaloes in 

this study. Thus, the cause for the white coat color of the Taiwan swamp buffalo should 

be different from what Liang et al. (2021) discovered in their white swamp buffaloes. 
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Figure 19. The 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis results of genotyping the LINE-1 

insertion in the ASIP gene using the allele-specific PCR. PCR product of 

wild-type allele is 296 bp. PCR product of mutant allele indicating the 

existence of the LINE-1 insertion in the ASIP gene is 387 bp. Five gray Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes (G1~G5) and 14 white Taiwan swamp buffaloes (W1~W15, 

except for W4) were all wild type, which detected a 296 bp band with the 

wild-type primer pairs. There were neither bands in one white Taiwan swamp 

buffalo (W4). No mutant allele indicating the existence of the LINE-1 insertion 

in the ASIP gene was found with the mutant-type primer pairs in these 20 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes. Lane “M” was the 100 bp DNA ladder. 
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The PCR products were also analyzed by Sanger sequencing. The results (Figure 

20) showed that five gray Taiwan swamp buffaloes (G1~G5) and 13 white Taiwan

swamp buffaloes (W1~W15, except for W4 and W7) had wild-type alleles without the 

LINE-1 insertion in their ASIP genes. The Sanger sequencing results showed that the 

PCR products of two white Taiwan swamp buffaloes (W4 and W7) were lack of 

concentration. The results verified that no LINE-1 insertion was found in the ASIP gene 

in any gray or white Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this study. 
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Figure 20. The Sanger sequencing results of genotyping the LINE-1 insertion in the 

ASIP gene using the allele-specific PCR. The results showed that 5 gray 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes (G1~G5) and 13 white Taiwan swamp buffaloes 

(W1~W15, except for W4 and W7) had wild-type alleles. There was no 

LINE-1 insertion in their ASIP genes. The LINE-1 insertion will be at the 

yellow line position if it is a mutant-type allele. The ASIP gene sequence 

shown in the figure was from 42,922 nt to 42,983 nt (NCBI Reference 

Sequence: NC_059170.1). 
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3.2.3 MC1R sequencing results 

The MC1R gene of 27 gray Taiwan swamp buffaloes randomly selected from the 

gDNA stock of the 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes and 15 white Taiwan swamp buffaloes 

from HAPS of which gDNA stock was available were sequenced by Sanger sequencing. 

Figure 21 showed the alignment of MC1R nucleotide sequences of the river buffalo 

from NCBI database (NC_059174.1) (O'Leary et al., 2016), the swamp buffalo from 

NCBI database (GU121301.1) (Miao et al., 2010; O'Leary et al., 2016), and the gray 

and white Taiwan swamp buffaloes analyzed in this study. The obtained coding 

sequences of both gray and white Taiwan swamp buffalo MC1R gene were 951 bp long 

and encoded 317 amino acids. Compared with the river buffalo, four variations at 

position 310 (c.310A>G), position 384 (c.384T>G), position 618 (c.618C>G), and 

position 901 (c.901C>T) in the MC1R gene were found in both gray and white Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes. Three of the four variations (c.310A>G, c.384T>G, and c.618C>G) 

had been found in the swamp buffalo in the study of Miao et al. (2010). Only the 

variation at position 901 (c.901C>T) was found exclusively in the gray and white 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this study (Figure 21).  
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Figure 21. Alignment of MC1R nucleotide sequences of the river buffalo and swamp 

buffalo from NCBI database, and gray and white Taiwan swamp buffaloes in 

this study. Accession number: 1NC_059174.1 and 2GU121301.1. Dashes (-) 
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denote identity with the river buffalo MC1R nucleotide sequence, which was 

used as a reference sequence. Compared with the river buffalo, four variations 

at position 310 (c.310A>G), position 384 (c.384T>G), position 618 

(c.618C>G), and position 901 (c.901C>T) were found in both gray and white 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes. Compared with the swamp buffalo from NCBI 

database, the variations at position 901 (c.901C>T) were found in both gray 

and white Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this study. 

In further analysis, we found that the variation at position 901 (c.901C>T) in the 

MC1R gene (Figure 22) was significantly associated (P < 0.05) with Taiwan swamp 

buffalo coat color (Table 9). The results showed that 11 gray and zero white Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes were homozygous for the wild-type C allele, 16 gray and one white 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes were heterozygous for the variant, and zero gray and 14 white 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes were homozygous for the variant T allele. 

Figure 22. Sanger sequencing of gDNA in gray and white Taiwan swamp buffaloes 

revealed a mutation (c.901C>T) in the MC1R gene. The figure shows partial 
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chromatogram obtained from the assembly of MC1R sequences from 

wild-type (C/C), heterozygote (C/T), and mutant-type (T/T) Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes. The normal C at the 5th nucleotide position shown in the picture 

was observed in the wild-type MC1R sequence. A double peak (C/T) was 

observed in the heterozygote sequence, and a point mutation (C to T) was 

observed in the mutant-type sequence. The results showed that 11 gray Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes were wild-type (C/C), 16 gray and one white Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes were heterozygote (C/T), and 14 white Taiwan swamp buffaloes 

were mutant-type (T/T). 

Table 9. Genotype distribution and allele frequency of the mutation (c.901C>T) in the 

MC1R gene in 27 gray and 15 white Taiwan swamp buffaloes by Sanger 

sequencing 

Genotype 
frequency (%) 

Allele 
frequency (%) 

Phenotype n C/C C/T T/T χ
2 

(P)
1

C T P
2

Gray 27 11 (40.7) 16 (59.3) 0 (0) 
37.901 

(5.89 x 10
-9

)

38 (70.4) 16 (29.6) 

5.04 x 10
-10

White 15 0 (0) 1 (6.6) 14 (93.3) 1 (3.3) 29 (96.7) 

1Chi-square test (χ2) comparing genotype distribution between gray and white Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes 
2Fisher’s exact test comparing allele frequency between gray and white Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes 

n: sample size 

The number in the parentheses represents the percentage. 

3.2.4 MC1R c.901C>T genotyping using TaqMan™ SNP Genotyping 

Assay results 

To further verify the association between the MC1R c.901C>T and the coat color 

of the Taiwan swamp buffalo and to genotype more samples efficiently, TaqMan™ SNP 

Genotyping Assay was designed to genotype the buffalo MC1R c.901C>T variation 

using qPCR (Figure 23). New samples from HAPS were added in this experiment. 

There were in total 133 Taiwan swamp buffaloes (115 gray and 18 white Taiwan swamp 
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buffaloes) genotyped using the qPCR method, and some samples overlapped with the 

Sanger sequencing experiment mentioned above. The results showed that 78 gray 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes were homozygous for the wild-type C allele, 37 gray and one 

white Taiwan swamp buffaloes were heterozygous for the variant, and 17 white Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes were homozygous for the variant T allele. The association between 

MC1R c.901C>T and the gray and white coat color of Taiwan swamp buffalo was 

highly significant (P < 0.05) (Table 10). 
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Figure 23 Allelic discrimination plots obtained for genotyping of MC1R c.901C>T in 

gray and white Taiwan swamp buffaloes using TaqMan™ SNP Genotyping 

Assay with qPCR. In these four allelic discrimination plots, red spots near the 

X-axis indicate samples that were C/C genotype (homozygous allele 1), blue

spots near the Y-axis indicate samples that were T/T genotype (homozygous 

allele 2), and samples that were C/T genotype (heterozygous alleles) were 

plotted as green dots in the middle between the two axes. “X” indicates 

undetermined samples. The squares on the bottom left of the plot are 

no-template control. (A) Twenty-three samples were C/C genotype, eight 

samples were C/T genotype, and ten samples were T/T genotype. Five samples 
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were undetermined. (B) Fifty-four samples were C/C genotype, 17 samples 

were C/T genotype, and seven samples were T/T genotype. Five samples were 

undetermined. (C) One sample was C/C genotype, three samples were C/T 

genotype, and two samples were T/T genotype. One sample was undetermined. 

(D) Two samples were C/C genotype, nine samples were C/T genotype, and

one sample was T/T genotype. 

Table 10. Genotype distribution and allele frequency of the missense mutation 

(c.901C>T) in the MC1R gene in 115 gray and 18 white Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes by qPCR 

Genotype 
frequency (%) 

Allele 
frequency (%) 

Phenotype n C/C C/T T/T χ
2 

(P)
1

C T P
2

Gray 115 78 (67.8) 16 (32.2) 0 (0) 
124.68 

(8.44 x 10
-28

) 

193 (83.6) 37 (16.4) 

1.891 x 10
-22

White 18 0 (0) 1 (5.6) 17 (94.4) 1 (2.6) 35 (97.4) 

1Chi-square test (χ2) comparing genotype distribution between gray and white Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes 
2Fisher’s exact test comparing allele frequency between gray and white Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes 

n: sample size 

The number in the parentheses represents the percentage. 

3.2.5 Amino acid substitution and protein function prediction results 

The variations in the MC1R gene found at position 310 (c.310A>G), position 384 

(c.384T>G), and position 901 (c.901C>T) were nonsynonymous (missense variants), 

causing p.S104G, p.I128M, and p.R301C amino acid changes in the MC1R protein, 

respectively. On the other hand, the variation at position 618 (c.618C>G) was 

synonymous, causing no amino acid substitution (Figure 24). 
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Figure 24. Alignment of the MC1R amino acid sequences of the river buffalo and 

swamp buffalo from NCBI database, and gray and white Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes in this study. Accession number: 1NC_059174.1 and 2GU121301.1. 

Dashes (-) denote identity with the river buffalo MC1R amino acid sequence, 

which was used as a reference sequence. Compared with the river buffalo, 

amino acid substitutions from serine (S) to glycine (G) at position 104, 

isoleucine (I) to methionine (M) at position 128, and arginine (R) to cysteine 

(C) at position 301 were observed in both gray and white Taiwan swamp

buffaloes. Compared with the swamp buffalo from NCBI database, the amino 

acid substitutions from arginine (R) to cysteine (C) at position 301 were found 

in both gray and white Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this study. 

Because the association between MC1R c.901C>T and the gray and white coat 

color of Taiwan swamp buffalo was highly significant, PredictSNP (Bendl et al., 2014) 

was used to predict the potential effect of the p.R301C on MC1R protein structure or 

function. PredictSNP is a web interface that allows an easy access to the other seven 

prediction tools: MAPP (Stone and Sidow, 2005), PhD-SNP (Capriotti et al., 2006), 

PolyPhen-1 (Ramensky et al., 2002), PolyPhen-2 (Adzhubei et al., 2010), SIFT (Ng and 
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Henikoff, 2003), SNAP (Bromberg and Rost, 2007), and PANTHER (Thomas and 

Kejariwal, 2004). Predictions from the computational tools are supplemented by 

experimental annotations from Protein Mutant Database (Kawabata et al., 1999) and 

UniProt database (UniProt Consortium, 2012). The results showed that all of the eight 

tools in this study predicted the variant (p.R301C) to be deleterious, and the expected 

accuracy was between 45 to 89% (Table 11). In addition, the amino-acid biochemical 

properties changed from basic to polar when the amino acid changed from arginine to 

cysteine. As a result, the variation p.R301C might really cause some harmful and 

structural impact on the MC1R protein. 

Table 11. Potential effect of amino acid substitution (p.R301C) on MC1R structure or 

function by eight prediction tools 

Amino acid substitution prediction tool Version Results 
Expected 

accuracy (%) 

PredictSNP1 - Deleterious 87 

MAPP2 28.6.05 Deleterious 86 

PhD-SNP3 2.06 Deleterious 82 

PolyPhen-14 1.18 Deleterious 59 

PolyPhen-25 2.2.2 Deleterious 45 

SIFT6 4.0.4 Deleterious 53 

SNAP7 1.1.30 Deleterious 89 

PANTHER8 1.02 Deleterious 74 

1Bendl et al. (2014). 2Stone and Sidow (2005). 3Capriotti et al. (2006). 4Ramensky et al. 

(2002). 5Adzhubei et al. (2010). 6Ng and Henikoff (2003). 7Bromberg and Rost (2007). 
8Thomas and Kejariwal (2004). 

3.2.6 Relative gene expression analysis results 

3.2.6.1 Relative gene expression among different parts of skin tissue of an 

adult white Taiwan swamp buffalo 

The mean Ct and delta Ct values in the relative gene expression analysis among 
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different parts of skin tissue of an adult white Taiwan swamp buffalo was in Appendix 

table 4. The results showed that gene expression between different parts of skin tissue of 

an adult white Taiwan swamp buffalo were different (Figure 25). For the MC1R gene 

expression, the ventral side ear (0.26) was 1.6 times higher than the dorsal side ear 

(0.16), and the back (0.11) was 1.8 times higher than the abdomen (0.06). For the ASIP 

gene expression, the ventral side ear (0.01) was 46 times lower than the dorsal side ear 

(0.46), and the back (0.08) was 1.3 times lower than the abdomen (0.06). For the MITF 

gene expression, the ventral side ear (0.06) was 14 times lower than the dorsal side ear 

(0.84), and the back (0.18) was 1.4 times lower than the abdomen (0.25). For the TYR 

gene expression, the ventral side ear (0.02) was 17.5 times lower than the dorsal side ear 

(0.35), and the back (0.08) was 1.1 times lower than the abdomen (0.09). For the TYRP1 

gene expression, the ventral side ear (0.05) was 20 times lower than the dorsal side ear 

(1.00), and the back (0.20) was 1.2 times lower than the abdomen (0.24). For the DCT 

gene expression, the ventral side ear (0.02) was 18.5 times lower than the dorsal side ear 

(0.37), and the back (0.09) was the same as the abdomen (0.09). 

In the ventral side ear, the MC1R gene expression (0.26) was 26 times higher than 

the ASIP gene expression (0.01). In the dorsal side ear, the MC1R gene expression (0.16) 

was 2.9 times lower than the ASIP gene expression (0.46). In the back, the MC1R gene 

expression (0.11) was 1.4 times higher than the ASIP gene expression (0.08). In the 

abdomen, the MC1R gene expression (0.06) was 1.8 times lower than the ASIP gene 

expression (0.11). 
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Figure 25. Gene expression (MC1R, ASIP, MITF, TYR, TYRP1, and DCT gene) 

comparison of different parts of skin tissue (ventral side ear, dorsal side ear, 

back, and abdomen) of an adult white Taiwan swamp buffalo using qPCR 

analysis. The X-axis represents the target genes: MC1R (melanocortin 1 

receptor), ASIP (agouti signaling protein), MITF (melanocyte inducing 

transcription factor), TYR (tyrosinase), TYRP1 (tyrosinase related protein 1), 

and DCT (dopachrome tautomerase). The Y-axis represents the fold gene 

expression of every gene relative to the gene expression level of TYRP1 gene 

in the dorsal side ear. The 18S rRNA was used as the endogenous reference 

gene. Each qPCR analysis was performed in triplicate. The relative gene 

expression levels were calculated using the 2−ΔΔCt method. The adult white 

Taiwan swamp buffalo analyzed was MC1R c.901 (T/T) mutant type. n = 1. 

3.2.6.2 Relative gene expression among ear skin tissue of gray (brown) and 

white Taiwan swamp buffalo calves 

The mean Ct and delta Ct values in the relative gene expression analysis among ear 

skin tissue of gray (brown) and white Taiwan swamp buffalo calves was in Appendix 

table 5. The results showed that gene expression between two gray (brown) calves and 
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Figure 26. Gene expression (MC1R, ASIP, MITF, TYR, TYRP1, and DCT gene) 

comparison of the ventral side and dorsal side ear skin tissue of two gray 

(brown) Taiwan swamp buffalo calves and one white Taiwan swamp buffalo 

calf using qPCR analysis. The X-axis represents the target genes: MC1R 

(melanocortin 1 receptor), ASIP (agouti signaling protein), MITF (melanocyte 

inducing transcription factor), TYR (tyrosinase), TYRP1 (tyrosinase related 

protein 1), and DCT (dopachrome tautomerase). The Y-axis represents the 

fold gene expression of every gene relative to the gene expression level of 

MITF gene in the dorsal side ear of “Brown(1)”. The 18S rRNA was used as 

the endogenous reference gene. Each qPCR analysis was performed in 

triplicate. The relative gene expression levels were calculated using the 

2−ΔΔCt method. “Brown(1)” was a gray (brown) swamp buffalo calf with 

MC1R c.901 (C/C) wild type, “Brown(2)” was a gray (brown) swamp buffalo 

calf with MC1R c.901 (C/T) heterozygous type, and “White” was a white 

swamp buffalo calf with MC1R c.901 (T/T) mutant type. n = 1. 

one white calf had no significant difference (Figure 26). The white calf had normal gene 

expression as the two gray (brown) calves. There was no clear association observed 

between gene expression and the gray (brown) and white coat color. 
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3.2.7 Histological examination and staining results of the buffalo skin 

3.2.7.1 Different parts of skin tissue of an adult white Taiwan swamp 

buffalo 

The Fontana-Masson staining results showed that all four parts of the adult white 

Taiwan swamp buffalo skin tissue had melanin deposition, with less melanin deposition 

in the dorsal side ear and abdomen skin, and significantly more melanin deposition in 

the ventral side ear and back skin (Figure 27).  

In the skin tissue of the ventral side ear, melanin deposition was all over the 

epidermis (Figure 27A). In the skin tissue of the dorsal side ear, some melanin 

deposition was in the basal layer of the epidermis (Figure 27B). There was much more 

melanin deposition all over the epidermis in the skin tissue of the back (Figure 27C), 

while there was little melanin deposition in the basal layer of the epidermis in the skin 

tissue of the abdomen (Figure 27D). 
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Figure 27. Fontana-Masson staining of four parts of a white Taiwan swamp buffalo skin 

tissue. (A) The ventral side ear, (B) the dorsal side ear, (C) the back, and (D) 

the abdomen of a white Taiwan swamp buffalo. The total magnification of 

microscope was 1000X (100X objective lens × 10X eyepieces). The 

Fontana-Masson stain was used to detect melanin granules. The melanin was 

stained black, the nuclei was stained pink-red, and the cytoplasm was stained 

pale pink. n = 1. 

3.2.7.2 Ear skin tissue of gray (brown) and white Taiwan swamp buffalo 

calves 

The Fontana-Masson staining results showed difference of melanin content 

between ear skin tissue of gray (brown) and white Taiwan swamp buffalo calves (Figure 

28). The ventral side ear of the gray (brown) calf had much more melanin deposition all 

over the epidermis than its dorsal side ear, which had nearly no melanin deposition 
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(Figure 28A and Figure 28B). For the white calf, both the ventral side ear and the dorsal 

side ear had melanin deposition, and the ventral side ear had slightly more melanin 

deposition (Figure 28C and Figure 28D). The ventral side ear of the gray (brown) calf 

had significantly more melanin deposition than that of the white calf. 

Figure 28. Fontana-Masson staining of ear skin tissue of gray (brown) and white Taiwan 

swamp buffalo calves. (A) The ventral side ear of a gray (brown) calf, (B) the 

dorsal side ear of a gray (brown) calf, (C) the ventral side ear of a white calf, 

and (D) the dorsal side ear of a white calf. The total magnification of 

microscope was 1000X (100X objective lens × 10X eyepieces). The 

Fontana-Masson stain was used to detect melanin granules. The melanin was 

stained black, the nuclei was stained pink-red, and the cytoplasm was stained 

pale pink. n = 1. 
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Chapter 4 Discussion 

4.1 Population genetic structure analysis of Taiwan swamp 

buffalo 

4.1.1 Microsatellite markers analysis 

In Taiwan, Lin et al. (2013) used 12 microsatellite markers to analyze the 

population genetic structure of 114 Taiwan swamp buffaloes in HAPS. The 12 

microsatellite markers included CSSM19, CSSM32, CSSM33, CSSM38, CSSM41, 

CSSM43, CSSM45, CSSM47, CSSM60, CSSME070, BMC1013, and BRN. None of the 

12 microsatellite markers were used in this study. The results showed that removing the 

non-polymorphic marker (CSSM045) and the marker (CSSME070) with low PIC 

(0.149), the average Na was 4.7, Ne was 2.7, Ho was 0.590, He was 0.622, PIC was 

0.561, and FIS was 0.052 among the 10 microsatellite markers (Lin et al., 2013). 

Compared with the results of the 12 microsatellite markers in this study, we got slightly 

lower Na (4.4), Ne (2.678), Ho (0.584), He (0.581), PIC (0.521), and FIS (-0.008) in 94 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes from HAPS. Compare with the results of Lin et al. (2013), the 

genetic polymorphism detected among Taiwan swamp buffaloes from HAPS in this 

study was a little lower, but the degree of inbreeding in this study was milder. On the 

other hand, based on the analysis of STRUCTURE 2.3 (Pritchard et al., 2000) and the 

UPGMA (unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean) phylogenetic tree 

drawn with PHYLIP 3.6 (Felsenstein, 2002) using DA genetic distances (Saitou and Nei, 

1987), Taiwan swamp buffaloes in the study of Lin et al. (2013) could be clustered into 

three subpopulations. The results corresponded to the observation of this study that the 

94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes in HAPS could be divided into three subpopulations. 

However, Lin et al. (2013) did not mention the difference between the gray and white 
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Taiwan swamp buffaloes in HAPS in their study, while the STRUCTURE cluster 

analysis results in this study showed that the white Taiwan swamp buffaloes tended to 

be clustered into one subgroup. 

Barker et al. (1997) estimated swamp buffaloes from Thailand (25), Malaysia (75), 

Indonesia (50), Philippines (26), and Australia (23) by 21 microsatellite markers, 

including CSSM008, CSSM022, CSSM46, and CSSM61, which were also used in this 

study. The average Na (4.4) detected by the 12 microsatellite markers among Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes in this study was lower than that (Na: 7.10) reported in multiple 

swamp buffaloes in the study of Barker et al. (1997), which might be because of the 

diversity of their sample sources. However, when Ho and He were first calculated in 

different populations separately, the average Ho (0.483) and He (0.506) among multiple 

swamp buffalo populations (Barker et al., 1997) were lower than the Ho (0.584) and He 

(0.577) in the Taiwan swamp buffalo population in this study. Notably, it was pointed 

out that CSSM022 and CSSM46 showed significant deviations from HWE and observed 

deficiency of heterozygotes, which corresponded to the results in this study. It might 

imply that CSSM022 and CSSM046 were not appropriate microsatellite markers to be 

used in population genetic analysis among swamp buffaloes. 

Zhang et al. (2007) analyzed 18 Chinese indigenous swamp buffalo populations by 

30 microsatellite markers, including CSSM008, CSSM022, CSSM46, CSSM61, and 

ILSTS033, which were also used in this study. Among the 30 microsatellite markers, the 

average Na (8.13) in 18 Chinese swamp buffalo populations was higher than that (4.4) 

in Taiwan swamp buffaloes among 12 microsatellite markers in this study. However, the 

average Ho (0.581) was higher among Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this study than that 

(0.535) in 18 Chinese swamp buffalo populations. It was indicated that CSSM022 

showed significant deviations (P < 0.05) from HWE due to heterozygote deficiency, 
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which might be attributable to the presence of null alleles. The assumption matched the 

results of CSSM022 in this study. 

Berthouly et al. (2010) estimated 744 Vietnamese swamp buffaloes from 13 

locations in Vietnam by 20 microsatellite markers, including CSSM008, CSSM022, and 

CSSM46, which were also used in this study. It was indicated that there could be null 

alleles in CSSM46, and the observation corresponded to the results in this study that 

CSSM046 had high null allele frequency (0.584). Three markers with possibility of null 

alleles were removed from the analysis in the study of Berthouly et al. (2010). Among 

the remaining 17 microsatellite markers, the average Na (5.7) in Vietnamese swamp 

buffalo were higher than that (4.4) in Taiwan swamp buffaloes among 12 microsatellite 

markers in this study. However, the average Ho (0.584) was higher and FIS (-0.008) was 

lower among Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this study than those (0.560 and 0.214, 

respectively) of the Vietnamese population. In addition, Berthouly et al. (2010) inferred 

that CSSM022 deviated from HWE and was in heterozygote deficiency, which could 

indicate the presence of null alleles. This observation was again similar to the results of 

this study that CSSM022 was significantly deviated from HWE (P < 0.01) and had high 

null allele frequency (0.462). 

Saputra et al. (2020) estimated 80 Thai swamp buffaloes from seven locations in 

Thailand by ten microsatellite markers, including BM1818, BM1824, ETH152, and 

CSSM46, which were also used in this study. The average Na (4.4) detected by the 12 

microsatellite markers among 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this study was lower than 

that reported in seven swamp buffalo populations in Thailand (4.7). It was emphasized 

that ETH152 gave the highest level of diversity with eight alleles in the study of Saputra 

et al. (2020), but there were only five alleles observed in this study among Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes. 
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Singh et al. (2022) analyzed 76 Bhangor swamp buffaloes from India by 15 

microsatellite markers, including BM1818, ILSTS029, ILSTS033, and ILSTS058, which 

were also used in this study. Among the 15 microsatellite markers, the average Na 

(7.60), Ne (3.76), He (0.67), and PIC (0.63) in Bhangor swamp buffaloes from India 

were higher than those (4.4, 2.678, 0.581, and 0.521, respectively) in Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes among 12 microsatellite markers in this study. However, the average Ho 

(0.584) was higher and FIS (-0.008) was lower among Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this 

study than those (0.53 and 0.114, respectively) in the study of Singh et al. (2022). 

In summary, the Na (4.4) of Taiwan swamp buffaloes estimated by 12 

microsatellite markers in this study was generally lower than that in other swamp 

buffalo populations worldwide. However, the Ho (0.584) and He (0.581) in this study 

were almost as high or even higher compared with swamp buffaloes in other research. 

Moreover, the degree of inbreeding among Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this study was 

relatively milder (Table 5). In addition, it could be suggested that CSSM022 and 

CSSM046 were not appropriate microsatellite markers to be used in population genetic 

analysis among swamp buffaloes because of the existence of null alleles. 

4.1.2 HD SNP genotyping array analysis 

Colli et al. (2018) analyzed 15 swamp buffalo populations from China, Philippines, 

Thailand, Indonesia, and Brazil with the 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping Array. A 

total of 14,456 polymorphic SNPs among Taiwan swamp buffaloes were remained after 

QC in this study. As for in the study of Colli et al. (2018), the polymorphic SNPs were 

12,453 to 14,738 (Indonesia), 15,864 to 16,876 (China), 16,010 (Brazil), 16,433 to 

16,653 (Thailand), and 19,451 (Philippines). The average Ho among Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes was 0.372 (Table 6), which was more than that in the swamp buffalo 
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populations in Indonesia (0.220 to 0.281), China (0.262 to 0.277), Brazil (0.292), and 

Thailand (0.272 to 0.294), but less than that in Philippines (0.413) (Colli et al., 2018). 

Similarly, the average He among Taiwan swamp buffaloes was 0.360 (Table 6), which 

was more than that in the swamp buffalo populations in Indonesia (0.216 to 0.271), 

China (0.260 to 0.267), Brazil (0.262), and Thailand (0.273 to 0.276), but less than that 

in Philippines (0.380) (Colli et al., 2018). As for the inbreeding degree, the average FIS 

among Taiwan swamp buffaloes was -0.029 (Table 6), which was less than those in the 

swamp buffalo populations in Indonesia (-0.005 to 0.066), China (-0.006 to 0.045), and 

Thailand (0.026 to 0.067), but more than those in Brazil (-0.064) and Philippines 

(-0.032) (Colli et al., 2018). 

Using a subset of 10,821 SNPs that were informative in both the river and swamp 

buffaloes from 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping Array, Lu et al. (2020) got the results 

that the average Ho and He among river buffaloes in China were 0.418 and 0.422, 

respectively, and the average Ho and He among swamp buffaloes in China were 0.344 

and 0.356, respectively. The average Ho and He among Taiwan swamp buffaloes (0.372 

and 0.360) (Table 6) were higher than those in the swamp buffaloes in China, but lower 

than those in the river buffaloes in China (Lu et al., 2020). 

The polymorphic SNPs obtained from 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping Array 

after QC were much more in Iranian river buffaloes: 64,866 (Mokhber et al., 2018), 

58,588 to 63,824 (Mokhber et al., 2019), and 60,140 (Davoudi et al., 2020) than that in 

the Taiwan swamp buffalo (14,456) in this study. The average Ho among Iranian river 

buffaloes (0.386) (Davoudi et al., 2020) was slightly more than that of the Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes (0.372) (Table 6) in this study. Likely, the SNP number after QC and 

mergence was 57,455 from 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping Array among the river 

buffaloes in Iran, Turkey, Pakistan, and Egypt (Rahimmadar et al., 2021), which was 
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much more than that in the Taiwan swamp buffalo (14,456) in this study. 

Thakor et al. (2021) analyzed genetic variability and population structure of seven 

Indian river buffalo breeds with 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping Array. The 

polymorphic SNPs used for further analysis after QC was 75,704, which was much 

more than that of the Taiwan swamp buffalo (14,456) in this study. The average Ho 

among the seven Indian river buffalo breeds was from 0.3719 to 0.3864, and the 

average He was from 0.3643 to 0.3846. The average Ho and He among Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes (0.372 and 0.360, respectively) (Table 6) in this study were similar but slightly 

less than those of the Indian river buffaloes. As for the inbreeding degree, the average 

FIS among Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this study was -0.029 (Table 6), which was 

between that of the Indian river buffaloes (-0.0046 to -0.0314) (Thakor et al., 2021). 

Noce et al. (2021) explored the genetic diversity of river buffaloes in Germany, 

Bulgaria, Romania, and Hungary with a total of 36,014 SNPs from 90K Axiom®  

Buffalo Genotyping Array. The average Ho among Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this 

study was 0.372 (Table 6), which was less than those in the river buffalo populations in 

Germany (0.38 to 0.40), Romania (0.38), and Bulgaria (0.41), but slightly more than 

that in Hungary (0.35 to 0.37). Similarly, the average He among Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes in this study was 0.360 (Table 6), which was less than those in the river 

buffalo populations in Germany (0.35 to 0.39), Romania (0.36 to 0.37), and Bulgaria 

(0.40), but slightly more than that in Hungary (0.32 to 0.35) (Noce et al., 2021). 

In brief, the polymorphic SNPs detected in Taiwan swamp buffaloes (14,456) in 

this study were generally less than other swamp buffaloes worldwide, but the average 

Ho (0.372) and He (0.360) were higher than many of the other swamp buffalo 

populations. In addition, the degree of inbreeding of Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this 

study was relatively milder compared with swamp buffaloes in other research. On the 
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other hand, compared with river buffalo populations, the polymorphic SNPs detected in 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this study were much less, but the average Ho and He were 

slightly less in general. The results corresponded to the description that many SNPs in 

the river buffalo are monomorphic in the swamp buffalo, and many loci in the 90K 

Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping Array are not informative for the swamp buffalo 

(Iamartino et al., 2017). 

4.1.3 Comparison between microsatellite markers and HD SNP 

genotyping array analysis 

The average Ho (0.372), He (0.360), and PIC (0.282) obtained from the 14,456 

SNPs (Table 6) were all lower than those from the 12 microsatellite markers (0.584, 

0.581, and 0.521, respectively) (Table 5), indicating medium polymorphism in the 94 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes in HAPS by the 14,456 SNPs, but high polymorphism by the 

12 microsatellite markers in this study. The same observation was found in the study of 

Sturm et al. (2020) that the mean Ho and He calculated from 9 microsatellite markers 

were higher across all populations than 9,000 SNPs. The fundamental reason should be 

that the microsatellite markers were multiallelic, while the SNPs were biallelic. The 

utmost Na that could be detected by the SNPs was 2, and the maximum value of the He 

and PIC of the SNPs were 0.5 (Singh et al., 2013; Mourad et al., 2020; Zimmerman et 

al., 2020). However, the number of the SNPs (14,456) used in this study should be 

sufficient and could even perform better for the population genetic analysis compared 

with that of the 14 microsatellite markers (Kruglyak, 1997; Glaubitz et al., 2003; 

Flanagan and Jones, 2019; Weng et al., 2021). The average FIS among the 14,456 SNPs 

was negative (-0.029) (Table 6), indicating no serious inbreeding problem among the 94 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes. This result corresponded to the results of the microsatellite 
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markers (FIS = -0.008) after removing the two markers that might contain null alleles. 

The phylogenetic trees based on the two methods, 14 microsatellite markers 

(Figure 9) and 14,456 SNPs (Figure 13), seemed to be quite similar. Three 

subpopulations were identified in both of the results. The clustering of the individuals in 

the two methods was highly similar, but not exactly the same. For example, the 16 white 

Taiwan swamp buffaloes were all classified into the same subpopulation in the 

phylogenetic trees based on the 14,456 SNPs, while four of the white swamp buffaloes 

were clustered into a different subpopulation in the phylogenetic trees based on the 14 

microsatellite markers. In the research of Singh et al. (2013) on 375 Indian rice varieties, 

the neighbor-joining trees constructed using 36 microsatellite markers and 36 SNP 

markers both grouped the rice varieties into three major clusters, but the numbers of 

varieties grouped into the clusters were different. This observation was similar with the 

results in this study. 

The numbers on the nodes of the phylogenetic trees indicated the percentage 

bootstrap values generated from 1,000 times of resampling (Figure 10 and Figure 14). 

The average bootstrap value in the results of the 14,456 SNPs (72.11) was much higher 

than that of the 14 microsatellite markers (15.09). Therefore, it could be inferred that the 

repeatability and the reliability of the phylogenetic trees drawn with the 14,456 SNPs 

were greater than that drawn with the 14 microsatellite markers. Similar results were 

found in the study of Hillel et al. (2007) when assessing biodiversity of various breeds 

of chicken. The average bootstrap value of the neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree based 

on 29 microsatellites (47.4) was relatively lower than that based on the 145 SNPs 

(75.7). 

The STRUCTURE cluster analysis plots based on the two methods, 14 

microsatellite markers (Figure 11A) and 14,456 SNPs (Figure 15), had similar results 
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when the K value was three. They both showed that among the 94 Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes in HAPS, all of the 16 white buffaloes could be clustered into one 

subpopulation with some gray buffaloes, and the remaining gray buffaloes could be 

divided into the other two subpopulations. In addition, in both of the results, three white 

swamp buffaloes (W464, W789 and W799) tended to be classified into a different 

cluster from the other white swamp buffaloes when the K value got greater. It might 

indicate that these three white swamp buffaloes had some genetic difference compared 

with the other 13 white swamp buffaloes and were a little more alike to some of the 

gray buffaloes genetically. Á lvarez et al. (2021) also found similar patterns in 

microsatellite- and SNP-based structure analyses when using 33 microsatellites and 

543,595 SNPs to estimate 185 cattle in three different West African countries. Similarly, 

population structure analysis conducted with the 9,000 SNPs were in agreement with 

STRUCTURE analysis based on 9 microsatellite markers in the study of Sturm et al. 

(2020). 

The most optimal K value was three in the results of the 14 microsatellite markers 

in this study (Figure 11), which was consistent with the previous literature (Lin et al., 

2013). In this study, it was further confirmed that all the white swamp buffaloes from 

HAPS could be distinguished into one subpopulation in the STRUCTURE analysis. It 

could be inferred that the genetic structure of the white Taiwan swamp buffalo was 

different from that of the gray Taiwan swamp buffalo in HAPS. On the other hand, the 

most optimal K value was six in the results of the 14,456 SNPs. It might be indicated 

that the larger amount of genetic information obtained from the 14,456 SNPs could 

divide the 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes into more detailed subgroups (Figure 15). In the 

STRUCTURE study of Singh et al. (2013), Indian rice varieties were divided into five 

clusters using 36 microsatellite markers and 15 clusters using 36 SNPs. As a result, it 
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was indicated the that population structure of crops could be better explained with SNP 

markers, which corresponded to the assumption of this study. Similarly, in the study of 

Laoun et al. (2020), when estimating three pairs of datasets of sheep and cattle, 

STRUCTURE analyses showed very consistent patterns between the two types of 

markers (21 to 30 microsatellites markers and 15,560 to 31,184 SNP markers), but it 

was inferred that the results from microsatellite markers were less accurate. 

In conclusion, the genetic parameters estimated by microsatellite markers tend to 

be higher than SNP markers due to their original characteristics. However, if the number 

of SNP markers are sufficient (>1,000 SNPs) (Sturm et al., 2020), the genetic structure 

of a population may be better described by SNP markers. With the genotyping array, the 

large number of SNPs may provide more information and more precise results than 

10-20 microsatellite markers in population genetic structure analysis. Furthermore, the

genetic information from the genotyping array can be used to conduct other studies, for 

example, GWAS. However, the higher price of the genotyping array, the computational 

techniques needed for the large number of SNPs, and whether a commercial genotyping 

array is available for the target samples should be put into consideration. 
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4.2 Coat color gene analysis of Taiwan swamp buffalo 

Since no mutant allele indicating the existence of the LINE-1 insertion in the ASIP 

gene was found in the white Taiwan swamp buffaloes from HAPS in this study, the 

cause of the white coat color of the Taiwan swamp buffalo should be different from 

what Liang et al. (2021) has discovered. Moreover, according to the pedigree data of the 

Taiwan swamp buffalo in HAPS (Table 12), two gray buffaloes could give birth to a 

white calf (Figure 29), while there was no record that parents are both white buffaloes 

having a gray offspring. It might thus be inferred that the white coat color of the Taiwan 

swamp buffalo in HAPS should be a recessive trait, which was inconsistent with the 

statement of Liang et al. (2021) that the white coat color of the swamp buffalo was a 

Mendelian dominant inheritance. 

Table 12. Incidence of the gray and white coat color of the Taiwan swamp buffalo based 

on the pedigree record of 129 pair combinations in HAPS 

Parental coat color 

pair combination 
Coat color of the offspring Number of the offspring

White ♀ x white ♂ 

(n=10)

White 10

Gray 0

White ♀ x gray ♂ 

(n=9)

White 5 

Gray 4 

White ♂ x gray ♀ 

(n=5)

White 3 

Gray 2 

Gray ♀ x gray ♂ 

(n=105)

White 2

Gray 103

n: number of pairs 
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Figure 29. A white buffalo calf (gray ♀ x gray ♂) and its gray buffalo parents in HAPS. 

The left one was the gray cow, the middle one was the white calf, and the right 

one was the gray bull in HAPS. 

In fact, the variation MC1R c.901C>T detected to be highly associated with the 

white coat color of the Taiwan swamp buffalo in this study was also discovered in the 

study of Chuang (2007). However, it was not considered as a variant between the gray 

and white Taiwan swamp buffaloes, but a variant just between the buffalo and the cattle. 

Chuang (2007) sequenced the MC1R gene of six gray and six white Taiwan swamp 

buffaloes from HAPS, and the results showed that there was no difference in the MC1R 

gene of them. The reason why Chuang (2007) did not detect the c.901C, but only 

reported the c.901T was mysterious. It might be possible that all of the gray Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes sequenced in the study of Chuang (2007) were heterozygous, and the 

wild-type c.901C was not detected out of some reasons. 

The genotyping results of the MC1R c.901C>T corresponded to the previous 

assumption based on the pedigree data (Table 12) that the white coat color of the Taiwan 

swamp buffalo should be a recessive trait. However, in spite of the significant P-value 

of the study, there was still an exception that one white swamp buffalo was 

heterozygous. It was checked that the white swamp buffalo was recorded as a white 

buffalo. Nevertheless, the exact phenotype of the buffalo could not be verified. There 
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might be a possibility that the gray coat color of the Taiwan swamp buffalo was an 

incomplete dominance trait, or there should be other genetic variants regulating the coat 

color of the Taiwan swamp buffalo. In fact, coat color of some of the gray Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes seemed to be darker and some seemed to be lighter (Figure 30). The 

way people described the coat color of the gray swamp buffalo was also various. They 

were called black (Liang et al., 2021), gray (Miao et al., 2010), and dark gray or solid 

(Yusnizar et al., 2015) swamp buffaloes. However, the degree of the darkness of the coat 

color of the gray Taiwan swamp buffaloes was not considered in this study. It could not 

be verified whether the gray Taiwan swamp buffaloes in HAPS with MC1R c.901C>T 

heterozygotes had lighter appearance. 

Figure 30. The different degree of the darkness of the coat color among the Taiwan 

swamp buffaloes in HAPS. From the left to the right, (A) was a white Taiwan 

swamp buffalo. (B), (C), and (D) were gray Taiwan swamp buffaloes with 

lighter coat color. (E) was a gray Taiwan swamp buffalo with darker coat 

color. 

Melanocytes are dendritic cells located in the basal layer of skin. Melanocyte 

synthesizes and stores melanin in melanosomes, which are then transported into 

keratinocytes (Cichorek et al., 2013). The skin color is determined by the amount, type, 
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and packaging of melanin. The MC1R pathway is a major determinant for the amount 

and type of melanin synthesized by melanocytes. By enhancing eumelanin synthesis, 

melanosome transfer, and melanin deposition in keratinocytes, MC1R gene signaling 

regulate both basal pigmentation and the UV induced tanning response (Wolf Horrell et 

al., 2016). The MC1R c.901C>T variation was predicted to cause an amino acid change 

from arginine to cysteine at MC1R protein position 301 (p.R301C). Since the amino 

acid biochemical properties changed from basic to polar, the SNP might cause some 

structural impact on the MC1R protein. In fact, all of the tools in this study predicted 

the variant to be deleterious. Based on the MC1R structure of the human 

(García-Borrón et al., 2005) and the alpaca (Chandramohan et al., 2015), it can be 

inferred that the p.R301C of the buffalo should be at the C-terminus of the MC1R 

protein, which might be essential for the protein structure functional coupling efficacy 

(Sánchez-Más et al., 2005). The MC1R p.R301C mutation might lead to an additional 

acylation of cysteine residues within the lipid bilayer, which could affect the structure of 

MC1R C-terminus, the normal conformational change, and the interaction with the 

G-protein.

Interestingly, the MC1R 301 mutation was also found associated with the light coat 

color of the dog (Ollivier et al., 2013; Anderson et al., 2020), mammoth (Römpler et al., 

2006), alpaca (Lama pacos) (Powell et al., 2008; Feeley and Munyard, 2009; 

Chandramohan et al., 2015), Peruvian Alpaca (Vicugna pacos) (Guridi et al., 2011), the 

dromedary (Camelus dromedarius) (Alshanbari et al., 2019), and Arabian camel 

(Almathen et al., 2018) (Table 13). It was indicated that the MC1R p.R301C 

polymorphism was potentially damaging to MC1R protein structure and function, 

resulting in decreased ligand-induced cAMP accumulation in the experiment of Feeley 

(2015). The possible explanations were the disability of the MC1R to be correctly 
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transported to the cell membrane, leading to a reduction in the density of MC1R on the 

surface of melanocytes, or the interruption of proper G protein coupling (García-Borrón 

et al., 2005). 

Table 13. MC1R mutations at protein position 301 and their amino acid change, 

function significance, and its effect found in various species in past literature 

Specie 
SNP 

observed 

Amino 

acid 

change 

Function 

significance 
MC1R effect Reference 

Dog c.901C>T p.R301C

Amino acid 

changed from 

basic to polar 

Light fiber and 

reduced 

eumelanin 

pigment 

Ollivier et al., 

2013; 

Anderson et 

al., 2020 

Mammoth NA p.R301S

Amino acid 

changed from 

basic to polar; 

Reduction in 

MC1R 

signaling 

Light fiber 
Römpler et al., 

2006 

Alpaca c.901C>T p.R301C

Amino acid 

changed from 

basic to polar; 

Reduction in 

MC1R 

signaling 

White, fawn 

and brown 

coat color 

Powell et al., 

2008; Freely 

and Munyard, 

2009; Guridi et 

al., 2011; 

Chandramohan 

et al., 2015 

Dromedary c.901C>T p.R301C 

Amino acid 

changed from 

basic to polar 

White and 

brown coat 

color 

Almathen et 

al., 2018; 

Alshanbari et 

al., 2019 

Taiwan 

swamp 

buffalo 

c.901C>T p.R301C

Amino acid 

changed from 

basic to polar 

White coat 

color 
This study 

In addition, during our experiments, it was surprising to find that the skin of the 

ventral side ear and the back of an adult white Taiwan swamp buffalo from HAPS were 

dark black (Figure 5), but its hair was still white. The pigmented skin might be caused 

by the UV radiation of the sunlight since the hair of the buffalo was sparse, and its skin 
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could be exposed to the sunlight easily (Marai and Haeeb, 2010). On the other hand, the 

coat color of the gray Taiwan swamp buffalo calf was brown at birth (Figure 8), and the 

phenomenon was also mentioned by Ali et al. (2022) in the Azakheli buffalo, a breed of 

river buffalo in Pakistan. The brown coat color of the Taiwan swamp buffalo calf would 

turn gray as it aged, but the exact time was not recorded. The reason for the coat color 

change related to the age of the Taiwan swamp buffalo was not clear. 

In the results of the adult white Taiwan swamp buffalo in this study, the gene 

expression between different parts of skin tissue were different, especially the dorsal 

and the ventral side ear (Figure 25). Ear skin sample can be accessed more easily 

compared with other part of body. However, studies in the past (Chuang, 2007; Liang et 

al., 2021) did not mention if the two sides of the ear skin tissue were separated. From 

the results of this study, it could be recommended that the two sides of the ear skin 

tissue should be discussed independently.  

On the other hand, the MC1R gene expression was higher and the ASIP gene 

expression was lower in the darker color ventral side ear compared with the lighter color 

dorsal side ear in the adult white Taiwan swamp buffalo in this study. The same results 

were observed between the darker color back skin and the lighter color abdomen skin. 

The phenomenon was consistent with the MC1R pathway theory mentioned in the 

literature review. However, the ASIP gene seemed to upregulate the MITF gene and the 

TYR family genes, which was inconsistent with the theory. Nevertheless, Guibert et al. 

(2004) also indicated that the pheomelanin coat color dilution in French cattle breeds 

was not correlated with the TYR, TYRP1, and DCT transcription levels. The relationship 

between the gene expression in the MC1R pathway and the coat color of the cattle and 

the buffalo should be further clarified.  

In the results of the gray (brown) and white Taiwan swamp buffalo calves in this 
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study, the expression of the genes (MC1R, ASIP, MITF, TYR, TYRP1, and DCT) in the 

MC1R pathway had no significant association with the coat color. In particular, the ASIP 

gene expression of the white Taiwan swamp buffalo calf was normal as the two gray 

(brown) Taiwan swamp buffalo calves, which was inconsistent with the observation and 

the hypothesis that Liang et al. (2021) has proposed about the overexpression of the 

ASIP gene in the white swamp buffalo. The MC1R and MITF gene expression levels 

were not significantly different between the white and gray swamp buffaloes (P > 0.05) 

in the study of Liang et al. (2021), which was consistent to the results in this study 

between the gray and white Taiwan swamp buffalo. The TYR and TYRP1 gene 

expression levels were lower in the white swamp buffaloes than in the gray swamp 

buffaloes (P < 0.01) in the study of Liang et al. (2021), but there was no significant 

difference between the gray and white Taiwan swamp buffalo in this study and in the 

study of Chuang (2007). Liang et al. (2021) and Chuang (2007) both reported that the 

DCT gene expression levels in the white swamp buffaloes were lower than those in the 

gray swamp buffaloes (P < 0.01 and P < 0.05, respectively), while there was no 

significant difference between the gray and white Taiwan swamp buffalo in this study.  

In addition, with the Fontana-Masson staining results, it could be indicated that the 

skin of the white Taiwan swamp buffalo had less melanin deposition compared with the 

gray Taiwan swamp buffalo, but the white Taiwan swamp buffalo still had the ability to 

produce melanin. This finding corresponded with the study of Chuang (2007), but was 

inconsistent with the results of Liang et al. (2021). Moreover, the skin of the white 

Taiwan swamp buffalo could accumulate melanin, resulting in the darker color of the 

ventral side ear and the back skin, probably because of long-term sunlight stimulation 

(Nguyen and Fisher, 2019). It was indicated that there were many other pathways 

besides the MC1R pathway that could stimulate the MITF gene and the TYR family 
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genes and thus lead to melanin production under ultraviolet radiation (Cichorek et al., 

2013; Dorgaleleh et al., 2020). The MC1R function of the Taiwan swamp buffalo could 

be only partially damaged, or the Taiwan swamp buffalo might utilize other pathways to 

produce melanin.  
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 

In this study, the genetic polymorphism of the 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes in 

HAPS was high (PIC > 0.5) detected by 12 microsatellite markers (0.521), but moderate 

(0.25 < PIC < 0.5) detected by 14,456 SNPs from 90K Axiom®  Buffalo Genotyping 

array (0.282). The degree of inbreeding was not serious based on both of the two 

genetic markers/methods. The phylogenetic trees drawn by the two methods were 

roughly the same, but the results obtained with the 14,456 SNPs were more reliable and 

accurate. The 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes in HAPS could be divided into three 

subpopulations. All of the 16 white buffaloes could be clustered into one subgroup with 

some of the gray buffaloes, while the other gray buffaloes could be divided into two 

subgroups. 

With the results of ASIP genotyping, gene expression analysis, and the pedigree 

data, it could be confirmed that the cause for the white coat color of the Taiwan swamp 

buffalo should be different from what Liang et al. (2021) discovered. In contrast, with 

the GWAS, 17 SNPs and 26 genes were discovered to be associated with the coat color 

of Taiwan swamp buffalo, which have not been reported before. In particular, the MC1R 

c.901C>T (p.R301C) found in this study was a strong candidate that might damage the

MC1R function, prevent normal melanin synthesis, and thus cause the white coat color 

of the Taiwan swamp buffalo. The MC1R, ASIP, MITF, TYR, TYRP1, and DCT gene 

expression between one white calf and two gray (brown) calves had no significant 

difference. The skin of the white Taiwan swamp buffalo could still produce melanin, but 

less than the gray Taiwan swamp buffalo. However, the exact mechanism of the 

candidate variant (MC1R c.901C>T) causing the white coat color of Taiwan swamp 

buffalo remained unclear, and further studies were needed to verify the hypothesis. 
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APPENDIX 

Appendix figure 1. Heatmap of the 17 most significant SNPs (P < 1 x 10-11) associated with 

the white coat color of the Taiwan swamp buffalo in the GWAS. The x-axis 

represents the 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes. The y-axis represents the SNPs. The 

color of the heatmap represents the difference of genotypes. 
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Appendix table 1. Sample size of gray and white Taiwan swamp buffalo in different 

experiments in this study 

Experiment
Gray Taiwan 

swamp buffalo

White Taiwan 

swamp buffalo
Total 

Population genetic structure analysis 78 16 94 

Genome-wide association study 78 16 94 

ASIP genotyping 5 15 20 

MC1R sequencing 27 15 42 

TaqMan™ SNP Genotyping Assay 115 18 133 

Relative gene expression analysis 2 2 4 

Histological examination 2 2 4 
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Appendix table 2. Information of the 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes analyzed in 

population genetic structure analysis and GWAS in this study including its 

father, mother, sex, and coat color 

ID Father Mother Sex Coat color 

1B NA 39 Female Gray 

61 W w Female White 

67 W 281 Female Gray 

102 NA 77 Female Gray 

114 100 149 Female Gray 

300 NA NA Male Gray 

400 NA NA Male Gray 

407 5 31 Female Gray 

418 W 265 Female Gray 

464 455 408 Female White 

490 200 229 Female Gray 

507 33 30 Female White 

517 2 1W Female Gray 

536 200 132 Female Gray 

540 2 9 Female Gray 

543 2 45 Female Gray 

552 5 65 Female White 

568 200 306 Female Gray 

569 200 15 Female Gray 

572 455 517 Female Gray 

577 455 477 Female Gray 

587 200 6 Female Gray 

588 5 178 Male Gray 

590 NA NA Female Gray 

595 455 1B Female Gray 

605 455 464 Female Gray 

625 300 513 Female Gray 

634 531 564 Female Gray 

637 300 306 Female Gray 

640 526 464 Male White 

641 526 507 Female White 

643 526 412 Female White 

644 526 65 Female White 

646 455 408 Female Gray 

647 5 535 Female Gray 

648 526 552 Male White 

659 5 559 Female Gray 

661 531 418 Female Gray 

NA: not available. 
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Appendix table 2. Information of the 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes analyzed in 

population genetic structure analysis and GWAS in this study including its 

father, mother, sex, and coat color (continued) 

ID Father Mother Sex Coat color 

662 300 575 Female Gray 

665 5 543 Female Gray 

667 5 517 Female Gray 

673 531 412 Female White 

674 531 65 Male White 

683 220 1B Female Gray 

684 200 67 Female Gray 

689 531 265 Female Gray 

690 200 114 Female Gray 

694 526 464 Male White 

695 526 552 Male White 

698 455 436 Female Gray 

699 455 577 Male Gray 

700 455 517 Female Gray 

701 455 61 Female White 

702 455 490 Female Gray 

704 455 543 Male Gray 

705 455 418 Male Gray 

706 455 497 Male Gray 

707 455 540 Female Gray 

708 200 568 Male Gray 

709 200 572 Male Gray 

710 588 605 Female Gray 

713 588 624 Female Gray 

717 300 590 Female Gray 

719 300 67 Male Gray 

729 300 552 Female Gray 

730 300 464 Female Gray 

745 588 624 Female Gray 

762 300 401 Female Gray 

765 300 401 Male Gray 

767 300 543 Male Gray 

768 300 661 Male Gray 

770 300 490 Male Gray 

771 300 568 Female Gray 

772 300 569 Male Gray 

773 300 67 Male Gray 

774 300 572 Female Gray 

775 300 647 Female Gray 
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Appendix table 2. Information of the 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes analyzed in 

population genetic structure analysis and GWAS in this study including its 

father, mother, sex, and coat color (continued) 

ID Father Mother Sex Coat color 

776 588 590 Female Gray 

777 300 605 Female Gray 

779 300 577 Female Gray 

780 300 625 Male Gray 

781 300 564 Female Gray 

783 300 114 Female Gray 

784 300 593 Male Gray 

785 300 536 Male Gray 

786 300 637 Female Gray 

787 300 1B Female Gray 

788 300 587 Male Gray 

789 400 641 Female White 

790 400 667 Female Gray 

792 400 673 Male Gray 

793 400 665 Male Gray 

794 400 662 Female Gray 

799 400 643 Male White 
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Appendix table 3. The detected fragment size (bp) of 15 microsatellite markers among 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this study 

ID ILSTS058 INRA128 CSSM022 INRA005 ILSTS059 ETH152 BM1818 ILSTS033 ILSTS029 BM1824 ETH10 CSSM061 CSSM046 CSSM008 TGLA159 

1B 144 144 178 180 223 223 136 148 174 180 206 208 269 286 166 166 171 171 204 206 212 212 131 135 170 170 197 197 247 251 

61 144 144 180 180 221 221 140 148 176 180 206 231 269 286 166 166 NA NA 204 206 212 212 131 135 164 170 197 197 238 247 

67 144 151 180 180 221 221 138 142 176 180 206 208 269 286 164 164 171 171 204 206 212 212 121 121 168 168 197 201 238 238 

102 144 144 178 178 221 221 132 148 174 180 206 206 269 271 164 166 171 175 206 208 212 212 131 135 170 170 193 203 247 247 

114 144 151 180 180 221 221 136 140 174 180 206 223 269 283 164 166 171 171 199 204 212 212 121 121 170 170 193 197 245 247 

300 163 163 180 180 219 219 136 138 174 176 206 229 286 286 166 166 171 171 204 204 212 212 121 121 164 164 197 197 247 247 

400 144 148 180 187 221 221 132 136 174 176 206 229 286 286 164 164 171 175 204 208 212 212 131 131 164 164 197 197 245 247 

407 144 151 178 180 221 221 142 148 174 176 206 208 269 283 164 166 171 171 195 206 212 212 121 131 168 168 197 197 238 243 

418 144 163 178 180 221 221 136 140 174 176 206 223 286 286 166 166 171 171 206 206 212 212 121 121 168 168 197 203 247 251 

464 144 146 178 178 223 223 136 140 174 180 206 206 269 286 166 166 171 171 204 204 212 212 121 135 170 170 197 197 247 247 

490 159 163 178 180 221 221 132 136 174 174 206 208 269 286 166 166 171 171 199 208 212 212 131 131 164 164 193 197 247 247 

507 144 144 178 180 221 221 148 148 176 176 206 231 286 286 166 166 171 171 204 206 212 212 121 121 164 170 193 197 247 251 

517 144 144 178 180 219 221 138 142 176 176 206 231 269 286 164 164 171 171 204 208 212 212 121 131 170 170 197 197 238 243 

536 144 151 178 180 221 221 136 138 174 174 206 208 283 286 164 166 171 171 195 208 212 212 121 131 164 164 193 193 247 247 

540 144 144 180 180 221 221 140 142 176 176 206 208 269 286 164 164 171 171 195 204 212 212 135 135 170 170 193 199 247 247 

543 144 151 178 183 221 221 136 140 176 176 206 208 286 286 164 166 171 171 204 204 212 212 135 135 164 170 193 197 238 238 

552 144 144 178 178 221 221 140 148 176 176 208 223 269 286 166 166 171 171 204 208 212 212 121 135 170 170 193 197 243 247 

NA: not available. 
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Appendix table 3. The detected fragment size (bp) of 15 microsatellite markers among 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this study (continued) 

ID ILSTS058 INRA128 CSSM022 INRA005 ILSTS059 ETH152 BM1818 ILSTS033 ILSTS029 BM1824 ETH10 CSSM061 CSSM046 CSSM008 TGLA159 

568 144 151 178 178 221 221 136 138 176 176 206 206 269 283 164 166 171 171 195 208 212 212 131 135 164 164 193 197 247 251 

569 151 163 178 178 221 221 132 138 174 174 206 208 269 283 164 166 171 171 195 199 212 212 121 131 168 168 193 197 238 247 

572 144 163 180 180 221 221 140 142 176 176 206 206 269 283 164 164 171 171 204 204 212 212 121 121 170 170 193 197 238 247 

577 144 151 178 185 221 221 132 138 174 180 206 208 269 286 164 166 171 171 206 206 212 212 131 131 170 170 197 197 238 247 

587 144 144 178 180 221 221 138 148 176 180 206 223 269 286 164 164 171 171 204 208 212 212 121 121 170 170 197 197 238 247 

588 159 163 180 180 221 221 136 138 174 180 206 208 283 286 164 166 171 171 204 206 212 212 121 131 164 164 197 197 243 247 

590 163 163 178 178 221 221 136 138 174 176 206 208 269 283 166 166 171 171 199 208 212 212 121 121 164 164 193 193 247 247 

595 163 163 178 180 221 221 136 142 174 176 208 229 286 286 164 166 171 171 204 204 212 212 121 131 164 164 197 197 247 247 

605 144 151 178 180 221 223 132 136 174 180 206 206 283 286 164 166 171 175 206 206 212 212 131 135 170 170 193 197 238 247 

625 144 151 178 183 221 221 140 148 176 176 206 208 286 286 164 166 171 171 201 208 212 212 121 135 164 170 193 193 238 247 

634 144 144 178 180 221 221 138 148 174 176 206 206 283 283 164 166 171 171 199 199 212 212 121 121 168 170 193 197 238 247 

637 144 163 178 180 219 219 138 142 174 180 206 229 269 286 164 166 171 171 204 208 212 212 121 135 164 164 197 197 247 251 

640 144 146 178 178 219 219 136 138 174 176 206 208 286 286 164 166 171 171 206 206 212 212 135 135 168 168 197 197 247 247 

641 144 144 178 180 219 219 138 148 176 180 206 208 286 286 NA NA 171 171 204 208 212 212 135 135 164 164 193 197 251 251 

643 144 144 178 178 219 221 138 142 176 180 206 206 269 286 164 164 171 171 201 206 212 212 135 135 170 170 197 201 243 247 

644 144 144 178 180 219 219 138 140 176 180 208 223 269 286 NA NA 171 171 201 204 212 212 135 135 164 164 197 197 247 251 

646 151 159 178 180 221 221 136 138 174 174 206 206 283 283 166 166 171 171 199 199 212 212 121 121 164 164 193 203 238 247 

NA: not available. 
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Appendix table 3. The detected fragment size (bp) of 15 microsatellite markers among 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this study (continued) 

ID ILSTS058 INRA128 CSSM022 INRA005 ILSTS059 ETH152 BM1818 ILSTS033 ILSTS029 BM1824 ETH10 CSSM061 CSSM046 CSSM008 TGLA159 

647 144 163 178 178 219 219 138 148 176 176 206 223 286 286 164 166 171 171 201 206 212 212 135 135 170 170 197 197 247 247 

648 144 144 178 178 219 221 138 148 176 180 208 223 286 286 164 166 171 171 201 208 212 212 135 135 170 170 193 197 247 247 

659 144 151 178 178 221 221 138 140 174 176 208 223 269 283 164 166 171 171 195 206 212 212 131 135 170 170 193 197 243 247 

661 144 144 178 180 221 221 132 140 174 174 206 223 286 286 164 166 171 171 199 206 212 212 121 131 168 168 193 197 238 251 

662 151 163 180 180 219 221 136 138 174 174 206 206 283 286 166 166 171 175 199 204 212 212 121 121 164 164 197 197 247 247 

665 144 151 178 183 221 221 136 138 176 176 206 208 269 286 166 166 171 171 201 201 212 212 135 135 164 170 193 193 238 243 

667 144 151 178 178 221 221 132 142 174 176 206 206 286 286 164 164 171 171 204 208 212 212 131 131 170 170 193 197 238 247 

673 144 144 178 178 219 219 138 142 176 176 206 206 286 286 164 164 171 171 206 206 212 212 135 135 170 170 197 201 243 251 

674 144 159 178 178 219 219 138 140 176 180 206 231 269 286 164 166 171 171 204 206 212 212 135 135 170 170 193 197 247 251 

683 144 151 178 180 225 225 136 136 174 174 206 208 269 286 166 166 171 171 204 206 212 212 121 131 170 170 193 197 247 247 

684 144 163 178 178 219 221 132 148 174 176 206 208 283 286 166 166 171 171 206 208 212 212 121 135 164 164 193 193 238 243 

689 144 163 178 180 219 219 136 148 176 176 206 208 286 286 166 166 171 171 201 208 212 212 121 135 164 170 193 197 243 247 

690 144 163 178 180 221 221 132 136 174 174 206 223 283 283 166 166 171 171 199 208 212 212 121 121 170 170 193 197 247 247 

694 144 144 178 178 221 221 140 148 174 176 206 206 269 286 166 166 171 171 206 208 212 212 121 135 170 170 197 197 247 251 

695 144 144 178 178 219 221 148 148 176 180 206 223 269 286 166 166 171 171 208 208 212 212 135 135 168 168 193 197 243 247 

698 151 151 180 180 221 221 138 140 174 174 206 208 269 283 164 166 171 171 201 201 212 212 121 131 168 168 193 203 238 238 

699 144 151 178 178 221 221 132 138 174 180 206 208 269 283 164 166 171 171 206 206 212 212 131 131 170 170 193 197 238 247 

NA: not available. 
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Appendix table 3. The detected fragment size (bp) of 15 microsatellite markers among 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this study (continued) 

ID ILSTS058 INRA128 CSSM022 INRA005 ILSTS059 ETH152 BM1818 ILSTS033 ILSTS029 BM1824 ETH10 CSSM061 CSSM046 CSSM008 TGLA159 

700 144 151 178 178 221 221 132 138 174 176 206 208 269 286 164 166 171 175 204 208 212 212 131 131 168 168 193 197 238 247 

701 144 159 178 180 219 219 148 148 176 180 206 231 269 286 166 166 171 171 204 204 212 212 135 135 164 164 193 197 238 251 

702 144 159 178 178 221 221 136 138 174 174 206 206 283 286 NA NA 171 175 206 208 212 212 131 131 168 168 193 193 247 247 

704 144 151 178 178 221 221 132 136 174 176 206 208 283 286 166 166 171 175 204 206 212 212 131 135 164 164 197 197 238 238 

705 144 151 178 180 221 221 138 140 174 176 208 223 283 286 164 166 171 171 206 206 212 212 121 131 168 168 193 203 247 251 

706 144 151 178 180 221 221 132 148 174 176 208 208 269 286 164 166 171 175 199 199 212 212 131 135 170 170 193 193 238 247 

707 144 144 178 180 221 221 132 140 174 176 206 208 286 286 164 166 171 175 195 195 212 212 131 135 170 170 193 199 247 247 

708 151 163 178 178 221 221 132 136 174 176 206 206 283 286 166 166 171 171 195 195 212 212 131 135 168 168 193 193 247 247 

709 163 163 178 180 221 221 136 140 176 176 206 206 283 286 164 166 171 171 204 204 212 212 121 131 170 170 193 193 247 247 

710 144 159 180 180 223 223 132 136 180 180 206 208 283 283 164 166 171 171 204 206 212 212 121 131 168 168 197 197 243 247 

713 144 159 178 180 219 219 132 136 174 174 206 208 269 286 166 166 171 171 204 206 212 212 121 135 164 164 193 197 243 247 

717 163 163 178 180 221 221 136 138 174 176 206 206 269 286 166 166 171 171 204 204 212 212 121 121 164 164 193 197 247 247 

719 151 163 180 180 219 221 138 138 174 180 208 229 286 286 164 166 171 171 204 206 212 212 121 121 164 164 197 197 238 247 

729 144 163 178 180 219 219 138 148 174 176 208 229 286 286 166 166 171 171 204 208 212 212 121 135 164 164 193 197 243 247 

730 146 163 178 180 219 223 136 138 174 180 206 229 286 286 166 166 171 171 204 206 212 212 121 121 164 164 197 197 247 247 

745 144 163 178 180 219 221 132 136 176 176 223 229 269 286 166 166 171 175 204 204 212 212 121 131 164 164 193 197 247 247 

762 144 163 178 180 219 219 132 138 174 180 206 206 269 286 164 166 NA NA 204 206 212 212 121 131 164 164 197 203 247 247 

NA: not available. 
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Appendix table 3. The detected fragment size (bp) of 15 microsatellite markers among 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this study (continued) 

ID ILSTS058 INRA128 CSSM022 INRA005 ILSTS059 ETH152 BM1818 ILSTS033 ILSTS029 BM1824 ETH10 CSSM061 CSSM046 CSSM008 TGLA159 

765 144 163 178 180 219 219 132 138 174 180 206 206 269 286 164 166 171 171 204 206 212 212 121 131 164 164 197 203 247 247 

767 144 163 178 180 219 221 136 142 174 176 206 229 286 286 164 166 171 171 204 204 212 212 121 121 164 170 197 197 238 247 

768 144 163 178 180 221 221 138 140 176 180 206 206 286 286 164 164 171 171 204 204 212 212 121 133 164 170 193 197 238 243 

770 159 163 178 180 219 221 136 138 174 176 208 229 286 286 166 166 171 171 204 208 212 212 121 131 164 164 193 197 247 247 

771 144 163 178 180 219 221 136 138 174 176 206 229 283 286 164 166 171 171 204 204 212 212 121 131 164 164 193 197 247 251 

772 163 163 178 180 221 221 138 138 174 174 206 229 NA NA 164 166 171 171 199 204 212 212 121 131 164 164 193 197 247 247 

773 151 163 180 180 219 221 138 138 176 180 208 229 286 286 164 166 171 171 204 204 212 212 121 121 164 164 197 201 238 247 

774 144 163 180 180 219 219 136 142 174 176 206 206 283 286 164 166 171 171 204 204 212 212 121 121 164 164 197 197 247 247 

775 163 163 178 178 219 221 132 148 176 176 206 206 286 286 166 166 171 171 195 201 212 212 121 135 170 170 193 197 247 247 

776 163 163 178 180 221 221 136 138 176 176 206 206 283 286 166 166 171 171 204 204 212 212 121 121 164 164 193 197 247 247 

777 151 163 178 180 223 223 136 138 176 180 206 206 283 286 166 166 171 175 204 206 212 212 121 131 164 170 NA NA 247 247 

779 151 163 178 180 219 219 136 138 174 180 208 229 269 286 164 166 171 171 204 206 212 212 121 131 164 164 197 197 238 247 

780 151 163 178 180 221 221 136 148 174 176 206 208 NA NA 166 166 171 171 204 208 212 212 121 121 164 170 193 197 247 247 

781 144 163 180 180 221 221 136 148 174 176 206 206 286 286 166 166 171 175 204 208 212 212 121 121 164 168 197 197 238 247 

783 144 163 180 180 NA NA 138 140 174 176 206 206 269 286 166 166 171 171 204 204 212 212 121 121 164 170 197 197 247 247 

784 144 159 178 180 221 221 138 148 174 176 206 208 269 283 164 164 171 171 206 206 212 212 121 135 170 170 193 197 247 247 

785 151 163 180 180 221 221 136 138 174 180 206 208 283 286 164 166 171 171 195 206 212 212 121 131 164 164 193 197 243 247 

NA: not available. 
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Appendix table 3. The detected fragment size (bp) of 15 microsatellite markers among 94 Taiwan swamp buffaloes in this study (continued) 

ID ILSTS058 INRA128 CSSM022 INRA005 ILSTS059 ETH152 BM1818 ILSTS033 ILSTS029 BM1824 ETH10 CSSM061 CSSM046 CSSM008 TGLA159 

786 144 163 178 180 219 219 136 138 180 180 206 206 269 286 166 166 171 171 206 208 212 212 121 131 164 164 197 197 247 247 

787 144 163 180 180 219 219 136 138 174 174 206 206 286 286 166 166 171 171 204 204 212 212 121 135 164 164 197 197 247 247 

788 163 163 180 180 219 221 136 138 174 174 206 206 283 286 164 166 171 171 201 204 212 212 121 121 164 164 193 197 238 247 

789 144 148 180 187 219 219 136 148 174 176 206 229 286 286 164 164 171 175 204 204 212 212 131 135 164 164 197 197 245 251 

790 144 151 178 180 221 221 132 132 174 176 206 206 286 286 164 166 171 175 208 208 212 212 131 131 164 170 193 197 238 245 

792 144 148 178 187 221 221 136 138 176 176 206 206 286 286 164 164 171 175 204 208 212 212 131 135 164 164 197 201 243 247 

793 144 148 178 180 221 221 132 136 176 176 206 206 269 286 NA NA 171 175 208 208 212 212 131 135 164 164 193 197 238 245 

794 144 151 180 180 219 221 136 138 174 176 206 229 286 286 164 166 171 175 204 208 212 212 121 131 164 164 197 197 245 247 

799 144 144 178 187 221 221 132 138 176 176 206 206 286 286 164 164 171 175 201 204 212 212 131 135 164 170 197 197 243 245 

NA: not available. 
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Appendix table 4. Mean Ct and delta Ct values in the relative gene expression analysis 

among different parts of skin tissue of an adult white Taiwan swamp buffalo 

Target gene Values 

Sample 

Ventral 

side ear 

Dorsal 

side ear 
Back Abdomen 

MC1R 

MC1R mean Ct 26.68 30.35 28.41 29.88 

18S rRNA mean Ct 19.74 22.75 20.23 20.9 

∆Ct 6.94 7.6 8.18 8.98 

ASIP 

ASIP mean Ct 30.27 28.14 28.10 28.39 

18S rRNA mean Ct 19.05 22.05 19.51 20.25 

∆Ct 11.22 6.09 8.59 8.14 

MITF 

MITF mean Ct 29.05 28.64 28.30 28.29 

18S rRNA mean Ct 20.05 23.42 20.83 21.34 

∆Ct 9.00 5.22 7.47 6.95 

TYR 

TYR mean Ct 30.16 28.26 28.32 28.84 

18S rRNA mean Ct 19.13 21.77 19.69 20.42 

∆Ct 11.03 6.49 8.63 8.42 

TYRP1 

TYRP1 mean Ct 27.94 26.34 26.72 26.44 

18S rRNA mean Ct 18.62 21.37 19.40 19.40 

∆Ct 9.31 4.97 7.32 7.04 

DCT 

DCT mean Ct 30.42 29.02 28.85 29.01 

18S rRNA mean Ct 19.42 22.61 20.44 20.61 

∆Ct 10.99 6.41 8.41 8.40 
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Appendix table 5. Mean Ct and delta Ct values in the relative gene expression analysis among ear skin tissue of gray (brown) and white Taiwan swamp 

buffalo calves 

Target gene Values 

Sample 

Brown(1) 

Ventral side ear 

Brown(1) 

Dorsal side ear 

Brown(2) 

Ventral side ear 

Brown(2) 

Dorsal side ear 

White 

Ventral side ear 

White 

Dorsal side ear 

MC1R 

MC1R mean Ct 30.59 29.45 29.65 29.21 29.24 30.40 

18S rRNA mean Ct 20.62 19.38 20.65 19.77 19.61 20.97 

∆Ct 9.97 10.07 9.00 9.44 9.63 9.43 

ASIP 

ASIP mean Ct 29.91 28.91 30.52 28.78 29.52 29.89 

18S rRNA mean Ct 19.80 18.99 20.20 18.80 19.06 20.60 

∆Ct 10.11 9.92 10.32 9.98 10.46 9.29 

MITF 

MITF mean Ct 29.33 27.50 29.81 28.87 28.17 29.06 

18S rRNA mean Ct 20.76 19.86 20.85 20.69 19.94 21.31 

∆Ct 8.57 7.63 8.97 8.18 8.23 7.75 

TYR 

TYR mean Ct 30.50 28.98 30.70 29.48 29.98 30.60 

18S rRNA mean Ct 20.11 18.53 20.07 19.31 18.91 20.47 

∆Ct 10.39 10.45 10.63 10.17 11.07 10.14 

TYRP1 

TYRP1 mean Ct 28.30 27.67 28.83 27.42 28.24 28.02 

18S rRNA mean Ct 19.15 18.31 19.07 18.33 18.35 19.30 

∆Ct 9.15 9.36 9.76 9.09 9.88 8.72 

DCT 

DCT mean Ct 30.39 29.80 30.88 29.79 29.72 30.64 

18S rRNA mean Ct 20.60 19.51 20.15 19.44 19.29 20.81 

∆Ct 9.79 10.29 10.73 10.35 10.44 9.83 




